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The reader who is curious in this matter will find it useful
to treat various simple Fourier series in the manner of§ 275,
to discover their meaning. Thus, given
. 111rx
n1rx "" "'B,-.Sln-.
"' "' A,-.COS-+.::;.
(96)
j(X) = Ao+.::;.
1
1
l
l
This may be converted at sight to

A,-.
k" B,.(mr/16.)
, f(x)-A0 k"'
(!J7)
- + 11 + (nr./l6.)2 + 11 + (mr/l6.)2
by the use of (73) and its cosine companion formula. Now
sum up the partial fractions, if you can. The coefficients
are supposed to be known functions of n. The summations
may be effected by the formulre for the expansion of coth lb.,
(shinlb.)-1, &c., in partial fractions, or by formulre derivable
from them. ·when this is done, comes another important
step. The trigonometrical functions of l6. ma,y be expressed
in series exponentially (e.g., like e- 2zt.., &c.), and then Taylor's
theorem, in its general translational sense, comes into play,
and the full meaning of the F. series becomes evident. We
determine it to represent a certain function between certain
limits, and endless repetitions of the same values caused by
the existence of the auxiliary terms involving the translational
operators. The example in § 275 is fully descriptive in a
general way, combined with the explanation in § 276, and the
application may be made to a variety of formulre. But the
method is not meant for general use, because the summation
of the partial fractions· may be a troublesome matter.
The question arises whether a Fourier series with its con
stants given numerically can be done in the same way.
Probably it can, by some extension of the process. But it
may be necessary to discover :first the law followed by the
coefficients, so that they may be regarded as functions of n.
Representation of a Row of Impulses by Taylor's Theorem,
leading to Fourier's.
§ 278. By equation (86), we see that the operator cothl6.,
applied to a positively existent function of x, turns it into the
sum of f(x) and of twice the sum of its values at the point&
x - 2l, x - 4l, &c.
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From this, we conclude that if f(x) exists only between 0
and 2l, meaning thereby that it is zero outside those limits,
the series cothl.1. . f(x), as in (86), represents f(x) first, in its
proper place, and then an infinite series of repetitions of the
values of the same function doubled. For example, iff(x) is
/J; , we get first x�, next 2(.x - 2l)2, then 2(x - 4l)", and so on, in
regions of length 2l, every one by itself.
Therefore
(98)
(½+ ½ cothl.1.)/(x)
.2

represents j(x) and periodic repetitions of the same (not
doubled), from x=0 to oo, still understanding that J(x) is
zero except between O and 2l.
And by a slight extension we see that if
-2l.6.
+£ -4Z.6.+ ....+£2l.:l+£4l.6. + ...}f(x),(99)
F(X) = (1+£
then F(x) represents /(x) and periodic repetitions to right and
left through the whole range of x from negative to positive
infinity. Only one term exists (or is finite) at a time. But
if J(x) be so chosen that its initial and final values do not
agree, there is a jump in the manner before alluded to.
The periodic property F(x+ 2l) = F(x) is momentarily violated
-as regards a single value of the function-unless we repre
sent the vertical part of the curve by the mean value.
Now, the reader may amuse himself by considering the
exponenti�l expansions of other trigonometrical functions of
differentiator, as than l.1., and the reciprocals of shin l.1. and
cosh 16., and their powers as operators on a function. It will
be sufficient here to derive Fourier's theorem in its general
form from the above.
Go back to (99). By construction the series F(x) has the
.same meaning as Fourier's

a

F(x) =
where

_1

J

2l

0

uF( y)dy,

� .,

mr( -x)
t

y
U - - (1+2 ..::,1 COS--=----'
).
2l

(100)
(101)

Here u is expressive of a unit impulse at the points x ± 2nl, as
before explained, and (100) shows how a single value of the
function is isolated.
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Now 6.1 is a unit impulse at the origin_ of the variable. Let
the variable bey-x. Then 6.1 signifies a unit impulse at the
point y= x, and nothing anywhere else. So, by (99), we have
U=

(1 + E - 2 lA+ E - 4ZA+ ...+ E?.lA + E4ZA + .. ,) U
"1 ,

(10 2}

Since, by construction, this u represents the periodic unit.
impulse, like (101 ), we see that (102) must be the operational
form of (101) itself.
But to algebrise (102) it is convenient to consider the
positive and negative regions separately. Split u into halves,
thus:A
. )6.1,
(103)
U1 = HI+ 2E- 2ZA + 2 E-4l + . .
U2 =HI+ 2i

lA

lA
+ 2i + ...)6.1,

(104}

Here u 1 is for the positive side, and u2 for the negative, u1
meaning half a unit impulse at the originy = x, and whole ones
at y =x + 2l, x + 4l, &c.; whilst 1i2 means half a unit impulse
at y = x, and whole ones at x - 2l, x - 4l, &c.
Now (103) is equivalent to
u1 =

1

2l

cothlt::.. .l6..

(105)

This is equimlent in partial fractions to
2

2

+
+ ..·}·
u 1 =2-{I+
2t
1 + (r./lt::..)� I+ ( 2rr/lt::..)t

(106)

Finally, the algebrisation is immediate, making
u1 =

! {1+

2l

2 cos:'.:y
( -x)+ 2

l

cos

2rr

l

y
( -x)+ •. ·}·(107)

This result shows the same expression identically as Fourier's
u in (101). But it has not the same meaning. Remember
the reservation that y-x ranges from O to oo only in
connection with u1 • In (105), (106) the positively existent
unit operand is understood. So (107) is limited to the positive
side.
Similarly, from the symmetry of the complete u in (102)
with respect to the originy=x, or by reckoning y -x positively
the other way, so that u2 is represented formally by u1, we find
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that u3 is given by the same expression (107) as ur Only in
this case y has to be not greater than x.
So, removing the restriction, we see that the sum of u1 and
112 has the same expression as either.
No change is needed in
the trigonometrical formula because it is an even function of
y - x. In its use to represent u1 or 11; alone, we merely restrict
the range of its application. When unrestricted, we find that
the u of (101) means the same as that in (102), the impulse
periodic both ways.
It seems somewhat unnatural to consider the right and left
halves separately. And yet it is necessary. This becomes
evident at a discontinuity. Suppose f(y) is zero on the left
side of y = x, and finite instantly on the right side. Evidently
It gives only ½f(x),
1¼ is inoperative, and u1 alone works.
that is, ½ the value on the right side.
Again, if at y = x, the function is A on the left and B on the
right side, it1 will give ½B, and 1'9 will give ½A, The complete
u will therefore spot the mean value.
Poisson's demonstration is interesting in this connection.
Instead of it he used the function
"'
v = � {1+ 2� I h"cos mr(y - x)}·
2l
t

(108)

It becomes the same as u when h=l. Now when his < 1,
this v function is continuous. Its total between O and 2l is 1,
and it has a hump at the point y = x. The closer his made to
approach to unity, the more the v function is heaped up at and
close round the point y = x. In the limit it is all there, like u.
Now the curve of v is symmetrical with respect to y = x; half
its ar�a :is on one side, and half on the other. So, if h is very
close to 1, and we use v in the formula (91) instead of Ui, we
shall obtain ½(A+ B) approximately, and the mor� closely we
make h approach unity the closer the approximation. I know
no reason why a failure should occur just as perfection is
reached.
Laurent's Theorem and Fourier's.
§ 279. I have said rather more about Fourier's theorem
than I meant at first. That is a good enough reason for
adding one more § about it, in order to have done' with it.
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The way Fourier's theorem presents itself in the theory of
functions-that is, in the theory so-called thereof, which is
manifestly confined to limited notions of a function-is
worthy of notice. The complex variable has a double
variability, and may be represented by the position of a
point in a plane. Dut a circuital journey round the origin
in the plane brings us back to the starting point. In this
process the variable 0 increases by the amount 27l". So we
have necessary periodicity of functions of the position of the
point, in the manner of Fourier's theorem, which is therefore
essentially involved in the expansion of complex functions of
position in integral powers of the variable denoting the
position of a point in the plane.·
Thus, there is Laurent's theorem for the expansion of a
holomorphic function. Let J(z) be tho function, where z is
the complex 1•fi0, r and 0 being the polar co-ordinates.
Assume that/ is capable of representation in integral powers
of z, positive and negative, say
f(z) =A0 + A1z +A�+ ...+ A_1z- 1 +A_,r2 +...

=� "'A ,.z".

(109)

Then we may easily determine the coefficients. Tho mean
value of zm, regarded as a function of 0, round a circle centred
at the origin, is zero when mis any integer, except zero. In
that exceptional case the result is 1. So, multiplying equa
tion (109) by z-n, and integrating with respect to 0, round
a circle centred at the origin, we get
(110)
That is, the value of A,. is the mean value of f(z)z-n with
respect to 0. So, by (109) and (110), we have
2

f(z) = _!__j J(z')d0' � "' (�,)"·
(111)
---<D
z
27l" 0
This is Fourier's theorem generalised by the introduction of
the powers of r. To obtain it explicitly, make r=r', so as to
be concerned only with a function of 0. Then we get Fourier's
theorem:-

!
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f(0) = _
21r

1
=-

/(0')d0'"'1:,"'E'";o-v

2.O

-..

lo..j(0')d0'°'1:,.,cosn(0- 0').

21r
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_.,

(112)

The substitution of the cosine for the exponential function
occurs because the imaginary part of the latter contributes
nothing to the result. The nth term cancels the - nth in this
respect. But the imaginary part must not be omitted in the
more general result (111).
For a rigorous demonstration of Laurent's theorem see
works on the theory of functions. The line of integration
may be any circle within the holomorphic region, so Laurent's
theorem is the natural sequence to Fourier's when the dis
tance from the origin is not invariable, and when the function
is controlled by the restricted functional notions. The varia
tions with r and with 0 are not independent. The values of
the function on one circle control those on another.
It would be of some interest to know how the function
theorists would treat the subject of Fourier series in general,
referred to the complex. In the above, the expansion is the
rudimentary one in integral powers of the variable. In
general, fractional powers are required, the n's following some
special law. Say, for example, that f(z) is given on the circle
of z'. Then we require to have
(113)
f(z) = "'E, A,.z",
so as to be right for the given circle, and, in addition, to
satisfy certain boundary conditions. For example, make a
radial slit in the plane at 0 = 0, and let the function have to
satisfy a given linear differential equation between it and its
derivatives with respect to 0 on one side of the slit, where
0 = 0, and another similar equation on the other side, where
0 = 2... This case corresponds to that of a cable subject to
terminal but not to extra intermediate conditions. The infinite
series of n's, which may be real or imaginary, will follow a
law depending upon the conditions at the slit ; and the deter
mination of the coefficients A may be effected by a definite
conjugate property, not that of the vanishing of the mean
value of z" round a circle as before mentioned, but of a more
general character determined by the conditions at the slit. I
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have looked into Forsyth's work to see if there is anything
about these expansions in fractional powers of the variable, but.
without success. If the matter has not been investigated,
there is room for much expansion of the subject of the deter
mination of functions, especially when one thinks of the various
extensions that may be given by the introduction of. inter
mediate differential conditions. Matters of this sort do
not present much difficulty in strictly physical problems,
and the corresponding cases in the function theory would,
perhaps, involve little more than formal changes. At the
same time, I must say that a matter which may be
sufficiently clear in physical mathematics may become much
obscured by a deliberate removal of the physical ideas, which
is, perhaps, the reason of the existence of such elaborate
and disagreeable demonstrations for the sake of rigour, of
supposed or real necessity. It is a serious question whether
the study of the theory of functions ought to be taken up by
any ordinary physical student. Of course, some useful know
ledge of the complex is necessary, and no one could fail to
pick up some as he goes along by ordinary algebra; but that
is quite different from the theory of functions as elaborated,
the general tone of which is quite unlike that of the usual
physical mathematics. The frame of mind required is not
one that is conducive to progress in mathematical analysis in
its physical aspect. A man would never get anything done if
he had to worry over all the niceties of logical mathematics
under severe restrictions ; say, for instance, that you are
bound to .go through a gate, but must on no account jump
over it or get through the hedge, although that action would
at once bring you to the goal.
On Operational Solutions and their Interpretation.
§ 280. After this little excursion to the borders of the realms
of duplicity and fearful rigour, we may return to the proper
subject. We have to see how the general operational solu
tions must be treated in order to convert them to the appro
priate Fourier series, by which (in one way) they become
amenable to numerical calculation. It may be remembered
that I have insisted upon the definiteness and fulness of
meaning of an operational solution, and that it contains within
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itself not only the full statement of the problem, but also its
solution. No external aid is therefore required to algebrise it,
fully; no assumption, for instance, of a special type of solu
tion, and that the solution is the sum of a number of that.
type, with subsequent determin'.1tion of the constants required
to complete the matter. The work of satisfying the imposed
conditions has been done already.
The conversion to algebraical or quantitative form may be
easy or hard, self-evident or very obscure. But in any case it
is possible, by the prior construction of the operational solu
tion. Thus, the conversion furnishes a distinct subject of
study which is of great practical value from the physical
standpoint. As regards finding out how to effect the conver
sion, that is a matter principally of observation and experi
ment, and is in a great measure independent of logical
demonstrations. It is the How, rather than the Why, with
which we are mainly concerned in the first place ; though, cf
coJrse, parts of the Why cannot fail to be perceived in tho
course of examination of the How. A complete logical under
standing of the subject implies the existence of a foll theory
to account for why certain ways of working are successful, ancl
others not. It is important to note that it is just the same in
mathematical research into unknown regions as in experi
mental physical research. Observation of facts and experiment.
come first, with merely tentative suggestions of theory. As.
the subject opens out, so does the theory improve. But.
it can only become logical when the subject is very well known
indeed, and even then it is bound to be only imperfectly
logical, for the reasons mentioned at the beginning of this.
volume. I feel inclined to be rather emphatic on the matter
of the use of experiment in mathematics, even without proper
understanding. For there is an idea widely prevalent (though
it may not receive open expression) that in mathematics,
unless you follow regular paths, you do not prove anything;
and that you are bound to fully understand and rigorously
prove everything as you go along. This is a most pernicious
doctrine, when applied to imperfectly explored regions. Does
anybody fully understand anything?
Three of the pernicious results of overmuch rigour may be
mentioned here. First, its enfeebling action on the mind, suffi-
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-ciently indicated by the analogy at the end of§ 279. Secondly
it leads to the omission from mathematical works of the most
interesting parts of the subject, because the authors cannot
furnish rigorous proofs. Thirdly, it leads to an inability to
recognise the good that may be in other men's work, should it
be unconventional, and be devoid of rigorous pretence.
It may not be necessary to algebrise an operational solution.
It may not even be desirable to do so, if the meaning is suffi
-ciently plain in operational form, and the algebrisation
produces complication. This is very often true when the
.operations are merely direct ones, as, for example, (a+ bp
+ cp2 + ... )e, where e is the operand and p the time differentiator. But it is also true, up a certain point, in more
.advanced forms. Consider, for instance (XY)te, or (X/Y)ie, or
Rme, where X and Y, or R, are operators of the form a+ bp.
If the operand e is a simply periodic function of the time, we
do not require to algebrise these forms in order to see their
meaning. We can do that by geometrical construction in the
now well-known manner founded upon the property p2 = - n2,
or p = ni, representing X and Y by rotations of vectors in a
plane. But if we desire close calculation of the results, it is
-desirable to have the full algebraic formulre. Again, I see
that JUr. I{ennelly has lately dispensed with the use of the
full development in the more complicated cases of tbe shin
and cash of a complex (the complex corresponding to
.a+bp), by means of a specially constructed diagram. I do
not doubt that certain cases in which e is impulsive or steady
can be done by diagram. It is best, however, to do the work
analytically first, in general, at least as far as the opera,
.tional solution itself, and then see if, in a reasonable time,
a geometrical method of representing it is suitable for calcu
lation. For geometry by itself is rather a heavy and clumsy
machine. Remember its history, and how it went forward
with great bounds when algebra came to its assistance. Later
-on, the assistant became the master.
Sketch of Way of extending Fourier's Method to Fourier
Series in General.
§ 281. The special ways which I have so far given of turning
-operational · solutions of the diffusive kind to Fourier series
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!lave all been applied to elementary examples, the terminal
conditions being such that the roots of the determinantal
equation have been equally spaced, as 1r, 21r, &c., or ½1r, l½1r,
&c. Algebraic simplicity is thereby attained, and we are
allowed to use well-known trigonometrical expansions. But,
in general, the roots of the determinantal equation c"1 =a/3,
where a and /3 are functions of p depending on the terminal
conditions, are not equally spaced, and they may not be all of
the same kind-that is, they may be (as regards s in the
circular functions) real or imaginary. The elementary expan
sion formulre are useless. There are now three ways that
present themselves of attacking the question.
First, to follow up Fourier's way by natural extensions of
the kind to be found by experience. Assume the existence of
a normal solution of the form
v=Asin (ax+ b) e

P1 •

Apply it to the actually stated problem. Find the connec
tion between Panda so as to satisfy the characteristic equation
of diffusion. Next find, by applying the terminal conditions
to the above assumed solution, what relation exists between
a and b. The-a find the law followed by the a's, and find
their values. We thus get an elementary type solution fully
determined except as regards size, and we know that every
admissible value of a gives a solution.
Next, assume that
P
V = � t·,. = � An sin (a,.x + b,.) E ,.t,

where the summation includes all the values of a,., is the form
of the solution of the special problem, namely, the sum of any
number of the type solutions. Only the A's are arbitrary. To
find them, observe that t=O makes
V0 = � A,. sin(a,.x + b,.).

The summation on the right therefore represents the initial
state. Given the initial state '\'o as a function of w, we require
to determine the A's in accordance therewith.
This may be done by finding the conjugate property
possessed by the normal functions. When known, it allows us
to operate on V0 by quadratures in such a way as to isolate any
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single coefficient and determine its value. Finally, introducing
the time factor, we arrive at the complete solution as regards
the effects due to a given initial state, provided the effects are
-entirely due thereto. And the effect due to an impressed force
may be done similarly by considering the final state it produces,
.and allowing that to discharge itself in the above manner.
The process of finding A,. is, when the terminal conditions
are of the simple kind previously considered, sufficiently
-obvious. The integral of the product of two normal systems
vanishes save when they are alike. But with terminal
-conditions in general, with energy involved in the terminal
apparatus, it is quite another thing. The conjugate pro
perty is not the same, and although fundamentally simple
.in meaning, works out more difficultly. The determination
of the A's may become a complicated process, requiring
careful investigation of the terminal arrangements them
selves. It depends upon the vanishing of the excess of the
electric over the magnetic mutual energy of a pair of different
normal systems (with different yalues of p, that is to say).
In doing this, the two terminal arrangements have themselves
.to be included, if any part of the energy is located therein.
The Expansion Theorem. Operational Way of getting
Expansions in Normal Functions.
§ 282. As a second way, we may follow up the special ways of
-operationally working already given in connection with simple
terminal conditions. First, find the operational solution.
Next investigate the proper expansions in partial fractions of
the reciprocal of the determinator ({2q1 - a/3) which occurs in
the operator, wherein p has to have all the values which make
it (the determinator) vanish. The integration of the partial
fractions follows. Complete the solution by carrying out
what may be left in the way of direct operations. The expan
sions required are analogous to those of cothql and other
functions already used. But this process may be rather
-<lifficult, since the theory of partial fractions may lead one
into obscure regions of the complex.
Finally, there is a third and very general way of converting
-0perational solutions to the form of the sum of normal solu
. tions. It does not require special investigation of the pro-
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perties of the normal functions. It is very direct and uniform
-of application. It avoids, in general, a large amount of
unnecessary work. The investigation of the conjugate pros
perty, and of the terminal apparatus in detail in order to apply
it to the determination of the coefficients, is wholly avoided.
It applies to all kinds of series of normal functions, as well
-as to Fourier series. And it applies ganerally in electro
magnetic problems, with a finite or infinite number of variables;
-or, more generally, to the system of dynamical equations used
by Lord Rayleigh in the first volume of his treatise on
Sound, which covers the rest of the work, and upon which
he bases his discussion of general properties.
The method may be briefly (though imperfectly) stated as
follows : Let e = ZC be the operational solution of an electro
magnetic problem; say, for definiteness, that C is the current
.at a certain place due to an impressed force, e, at the same or
some other place. Let the form of Z be such as to indicate
the existence of normal solutions for C. Then, when e is
steady, beginning at the moment t = 0, the C due to e is
-expressed by
f
e
C=-+e�--,
dZ
(1)
Z0
'PI

P
dp

to be understood thus:In the first place, the Z in the operational solution is an
operator, a function of p the time differentiator. But in
equation (1), Z is entirely algebraical. Thus, Z 0 is the
algebraical function obtained by putting p = 0 in Z. It is the
-effective steady resistance to e when, as supposed, e is a
voltage, and it is at the place of C. Otherwise it is more
general. Then, in the summation, dZ/dp is the ordinary
,differential coefficient of Z with respect to p as a quantity".
Lastly, the summation ranges over all the roots of the
algebraical equation Z = 0, which is, in this respect, the
determinantal equation, though Z itself is much more.
These special values of p are to be used in dZ/dp as well
as explicitly.
Instead of a C due to an e, it may be V due to e, or V or C
-due to an initial charge at a point, and many other variations
might be mentioned. But it �ust not be inferred that equa_-
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tion (1) expresses a general mathematical property independent
of the form of Z. Dynamical conditions restrict the form in
certain ways, for one thing. But it is not even true that the
expansion theorem above holds good in strictly dynamical
problems. I have already pointed out that we require barriers
or boundaries to produce definite and finitely separable vibrating
normal systems. Also that in the cable problem, subject to
terminal conditions, the determinator £ - a/3 which occurs
as a denominator in the general operational solutions arises
from the coexistence of successively (though apparently simul
taneously) generated waves. So all sorts of problems are
immediately excluded from the expansion theorem, at least
in the form of equation (1). Inspection of the operational
equations will show this, or else physical considerations.
Again, the real Z may be the sum of two operators, to one
of which the expansion theorem applies fully, whilst the other
requires a different treatment. It may involve direct.opera
tions of an obvious nature.
Now it would be useless to attempt to state a formal enun
ciation to meet all circumstances. Even supposing that an
absolutely perfect knowledge of the subject made it possible to
do so, it would be very unpractical. It would be worse-far
worse-than that very lengthy enunciation of a theorem in the5th Book of Euclid, which may be read and re-read fifty
times without properly grasping its meaning, which is not,
much, afrnr all; only something in compound proportion that
the modern schoolboy does in a minute or two. It is better
to learn the nature and application of the expansion theorem
by actual experience and practice. A theorem which has so,
wide an application is a subject for a treatise rather than a
proposition.
So, to begin with, I will give a few elementary cases con
cerning one or two degrees of freedom, just to show how the
expansion theorem goes, and how to discriminate different
forms of Z. After that, we can apply it to diffusion problems
in the same way. Other than diffusion problems coming
under the same theorem may occur later. And when the
reader knows how to work the theorem, it may be possible to
see its inner meaning. At present all that need be said is
that in its theory it contains the first method of evaluating the2q1
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coefficients by the conjugate property, and also the second
method involving partial fractions. Only it jumps over most
o� the difficulties connected with both.
Examples of the Use of the Expansion Theorem:
(1). Inductance Coil and Condenser separately.
§ 283. Star£ with the characteristic equation of a coil, being
the form taken by the second circuital law when applied to a
linear circuit of constant resistance. Say
e= (R + Lp)C,
(2)
where R is the resistance and L the inductance of the circuit,
C the current and e the impressed voltage.
First, let it be given that C is steady from the initial
moment, and zero previously. What is the corresponding e?
The answer is immediate. We want two impressed forces,
namely, e1=RC to keep up the current, and e2=LpC to start;
it. Since pl is a unit impulse, e2 is an impulsive force of
total LC. First we require the impulsive force establishing
the momentum LC instantly, and then the steady force RC
to keep it up against the resistance.
Now this is an example, not of the working of the expansion
theorem, but of its failure. But the treatment is sufficiently
clear without it. If we tried to force it into the expansion
theorem we should want the root of (R + Lp)-1= O, which has
no finite root.
But now find the C due to steady e, which is quite a different
problem. By (2) the answer is
C=-e-,
(3)
R+Lp
which is of a proper form for the expansion theorem. Here
Z0 is R � pis - R/L; dZ/dp is L ; so, by (1),
Rt
C= e + c /L = e (l - e -Rt{L)t
(4)
R ( - R/L)L R
showing the gradual rise of C to its steady value.
Since this case is fundamental, the operational way of
getting the result may also be indicated, We have
R:Lp

Lp(l+�/Lp)

VOL, II.

=
�

{t -(t�Y +(tr-".

}e-(5)
K
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done by
which makes, applied to (5),

0

t
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The rest is
(G)

t

=i{� -�� r+t(� r---- }·

(7)

which is the expansion of (4), by the meaning of the exponen
tial function. The steps (5) and (7) to obtain (4) may look
cumbrous. But there is deception here, for it is, perhaps, a
shorter and more direct way than any other. The deception
'comes in in the customary use of the short expression of the
exponential function to denote a certain infinite series, and in
_taking its properties for granted. However, once done, of
course there is no further need for the intermediate work. Jt
will be observed that the case is that of equation (3), � 26_/?,
slightly modified. To obtain it as in the equation referred t.Q,
let e be impulsive, say=pE, where E is the impµlse total.
Then equation (3) above makes
E
=� €-RtfL,
C=...E!_=
(8 )
R+Lp L(l+R/Lp) L
as in (3), § 265. The impulse E produces the equivalent
momentum E = LC. There is no impressed voltage to keep
it up, so it· decays according to (8).
In doing (8) by the expansion theorem, notice that p=0
·makes C = 0, so there is- no steady term. The rest is as in
equation (4), only multiplying by p or - R/L. Thus, by (1),
C=�=Ep € =! lt,
(fl)
pL L
. R+Lp
where j� has the special value which makes R+Lp=0.
Next consider' another fundamental case, that of 1eaky
condenser; that
is, a conducting leyden or condenser, or one
t.
made conduchng (equivalently) by a shunt. We have
C=(K+ Sp)e,
(i0)
·where K is the conductance and S the permittance. The form
is the sam� as for a 'coil, but current and voltage are inter
fhange� 1 as Wfll as co:ri- ductance and resistance, and inductance
and permittance.
\ _ .,
,
:.
.
Pt

a
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In order that the voltage e should be instantly raised· from
:zero to constancy, and maintained constant, we require the
steady current Ke, and an initial impulsive current of total
Se;. that is, first the charge Se must be impulsively estab
lished, and then it must be maintained constant by the steady
current Ke, which goes through the shunt K, of course. With
out the steady current the charge of the condenser would
disappear.
Now invert the problem. Say
C
(11)
e= K+ Sp'
and inquire what e is required to make C jump from zero to
constancy. Here the expansion theorem applies. It is like
equation (3) above. So
e= C (1 - cKt/S)
(1�)
K
answers the question, either by translation of symbols or inde
pendently.
In another form, if the voltage be made to rise from zero
to constancy in the way indicated by (12), the current will be
constant, viz., C, during the whole time. This current is the
current, the total current in the condenser and shunt. The
part in the shunt is Ke ; the rest is in the condenser. For
convenience we assume that the conductance is supplied
.externally ..
The Treatment of Simply Periodic Cases.
§ 284. As regards the simply periodic solutions in these
cases, the working is perfectly simple, by means of the pro
perty p2 = -n2 which obtains in simply periodic state.s, or,
which is the same, p = ni, applied to reduce the resistance or
conductance operator to the standard form a+ bp. The case
e= (R+Lp)C,
(13)
when it is C that is given as a simply periodic function, say,
C = c sin (nt + 0), is obvious, for (13) is in the standard form
already.
In the other case, when e is given instead of C, we have
' \ (
O = _e_ = (R- Lp)e.
'· -· l4} '
R+Lp R2 +L�n2
0 •

K2

'
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That is, we bring C to the standard form by multiplying the
numerator and denominator by the operator conjugate to
R + Lp, that is (R - Lp). This realises the denominator.
Whether this is done by p2 = - n2, or by p=ni, is indifferent.
Only, it should be noted that i is not the imaginary of algebra,
but, as I have pointed out before, the differentiator d/d(nt);
that is, p/n. It is a specialised differentiator, which may be
treated like the imaginary because p2 = -n2 in simply periodic
cases. But it must be finally interpreted correctly, as a
differentiator, of course. There is sometimes, perhaps often,
some confusion or indistinctness of ideas on this point.
Another point which may not be always understood is the
assumption involved that both operand and resultant are
simply periodic. This is essential. But it by no means
follows that a simply periodic e produces a simply periodic C'.
It does practically, because there is resistance. But if it be
given that there is no resist:rnce, so that e = LpC; then if e is
given, we obtain, by p=ni,
C = _e_ = --1!!__
(15)'
Lp
Ln2
This is the solution if C is simply periodic, as well as e. But
it would never reach this state without resistance. That is,
given a little resistance,· e would, in a long time, lead to the
state (15) approximately; but if e=LpC is rigidly true, and �
starts when t=O, the resulting C is, if e = e0 sin nt,
e0 sin nt e0 (
)
C=-=- 1-cosnt,
Lp
Ln

(lG)

which is quite different. Here, of course, the reciprocal of
p signifies integration from O to t.
We may easily show the complete establishment of the
simply periodic state from (5), by taking e = e0 sin nt, but not
assuming C to be simply periodic. Then the powers of p-1 are
successive integrations from O to t ; and the result is

e{R

(R) 2

C=---°- -(1-cosnt)- -- (nt-sinnt)
R Ln
Ln

+ (�)

3

2

(<� -1 +cosnt)-(iJ\<�t -nt+sinnt) +

(17}

.. ·}�
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where the functions of t in the brackets are the successive
integrals of sin nt, which are obtainable at sight, or verifiable
by differentiation.
By collection of terms, (17) may be put in the form
Rsinnt -Lncosnt e Ln,-Rt/L.
(18)
C=e
+
oR•+L2n2
o
W+Vn2
Here the second part cancels the first initially, though it
ultimately vanishes and leaves the first in full play. _But
when R is zero we never arrive at ,the simply periodic state,
but have the state (16) instead, which is the beginning part
of (17), independent of R. As regards the establishment of
(18), however, it is quite sufficient to first write down the
final periodic state, and then add on a term to cancel it
initially and subside at the proper rate. The above way of
successive integration shows the internal working.
That p specialises itself to ni when there is simple periodicity
of e and C rests upon p2= - n2 • That the transformation
used in (14) is fully valid without escape may be seen thus:
Operate on (13), which is general, by R -Lp, making
(R -Lp)e=(R2 - L2p2)C,

(19)

which is also general. Now specialise, by letting C be simply
periodic, and therefore, by (18), e also, though the converse is
not necessarily true. We now have p2C= - n2C, and (19)
becomes
(R-Lp)e=(R2 + L2n2)C,
(20)
which is (14) slightly changed in form.
In the case of a complicated operational solution, if we
choose to clear it of fractions, we can generally bring it to tlie
usual form of a differential equation, say
Ae=BC,

· (21)
where A and B are operators involving only direct operations
-that is, integral positive powers of p. Then, by specialising
e and C to be simply periodic, we make the power of p" be con
stant when n is even, and be p x constant when odd. So we
l'educe (21) to the form
(A1+A2 p)e=(Bi+B2p)C,

·

(�2)
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where the A's and B's are constants. A similar treatment
applies in the case of irrational operators, as regards their
reduction to the standard form.
Finally, if want e in terms of C, multiply by A1 -A2p. If
C in terms of e, then by B1 - B2p instead. This work is just
11,s well, and it may be much bebter done in the operational
.solution itself, without preliminary conversion to the usual
stretched-out form of a differential equation, by either p2 = - n2.
or p = ni. Of course, the structure of the formulm is plainer
and simpler in the operational form. This is a very impcrtant,
matter, especially to the electrician, as he can use electrical
ideas throughout rather than purely mathematical.
(2). Coil and Condenser in Sequence.

Also in Parallel.

§ 285. In the above cases of a coil or of a condenser, there
is but one degree of freedom. To make two, we may put the
coil and condenser in sequence. The resistance operators are
additive, so
1 'C
e= R+Lp+
(23}
lC+ Sp )
(
is the equation of voltage, e being impressed on the complete
arrangement. We need say nothing here about the simply
periodic case. By inspection of (23) we see that the operator
is peculiar, as the expansion theorem applies to one part of it,.
though not to the other. If C is zero before, and steady after
the initial moment, we see that the corresponding e consists
of three parts, namely, an impulsive voltage of total LC to
generate the current instantly; a steady voltage RC to keep it.
up against R; and the variable voltage
-� (1- E-Kt/3) ,

(24),

The impulsive voltage, and the steady C(R + K-1) are clear
enough. The exponential term is required to keep the total
current constant in the condenser and shunt. The initial
impulse does nothing to the condenser. It is merely operative
on the coil.
The case K=0 is interesting. Then, by (24), or much
more simply by (23), the voltage on the condenser is Ct/S ,,
increasing uniformly with the time.
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Only one root is concerned in the above. But if we inquire
into the C produced by a steady e, then two roots come into
play. Thus, by (23),
6
(26)
•
0=
R+Lp+ ( K+ Sp )-1
Taking the denominator to be Z,· and applying the expansion
theorem, equation (1), we see first that Z0 is R+ K-1, and next
that

p�=��Sp)2 .
dp
(K+

��

So, if P i . and p2 denote the two roots of Z = 0, the expansion
of C is
e711 t

e e712t

e
8
-+-�--�-+--��- (28)
R+K-1 LPi-8Pt(R+LPi)' Lp2 -Sp2(R+Lp2)2'
where, instead of(K+Sp)-2, we have written (R + Lp)2, because
Z = 0 makes them equal. Into a discussion of (28) in detail
it is unnecessary to enter, the object here being merely the
application of the expansion theorem. The theory of circuits
in detail would need a chapter to itself.
Another way is to convert (26) to
(K+Sp)e
0=
.
(29}
(R+Lp)(K+Sp)+l
This will give the same result by the expansion theorem,
first as regards the steady state, and next as regards the
terms variable with the time. In the numerator, p has to
receive the two values in succession which make the denomi
nator vanish. '.!'hat is, if C = (Y/Z) e, and the subsidence con
stants of the normal systems depend upon the vanishing of
Z, then
y.v,
Yo
0=-e+e�(30)
dZ
i'l 0
Pdp
expresses the expansion theorem, being equivalent to equation
(1). Putting it in another form, it is on the infinities of Y/Z
that the terms involving the time depend.
In (14), with the specialised meaning of p, the algebrisation
was effected by introducing a common factor into the
numerator and denominator. Comparing (2 9) with (26), we
see that a common factor is also introduced, though

C
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unnecessariiy. It does not alter the roots of tr.a denomi
'nator. Suppose, however, that it did. Suppose, for instance,
we multiply numerator and denominator in (26) by r + lp,
thus introducing a fresh root p = - r/l to the modified Z. It
will make no difference in the working of the expansion
theorem. The new term is of size zero, and is, therefore,
automatically excluded.
There is an important principle involved here, which may
�e referred to in passing. Let C = e/Z be the operational
solution of an electromagnetic problem, say, involving a com
i1licated combination of coils and condensers. If Z =0 has m
roots, there are rn degrees of freedom, and m terms in the C
expansion, besides possibly an outside steady term. Now, by
introducing special relations amongst the resistances, induc
tances, &c., concerned in Z, we may be able to reduce it to a
simpler form, involving a smaller number of roots, even down
to one root, it may be. This means that the combination
behaves, towards the impressed force, under the circumstances,
just as though it were .some simpler combination. So far as
the expansion of C = e/Z goes, there is no loss of generality by
the simplification of Z mentioned. The reduced form used in
the expansion theorem will give the proper result. The same
applies to sitµply periodic solutions. Nevertheless, the com
bination does possess a greater generality than the simplified
equivalent in other respects, as regards a differently situated
impressed force for instance, or as regards free subsidence
from an arbitrarily given initial state. It is very convenient
�o be able to eliminate simply the unessential and inoperative
parts of the work, and the Z operators allow us to do this.
We also see, by reversing the reasoning, that when we alter
0= e/Z to C = Ye/YZ, and introduce thereby a number of new
roots of the denominator, viz., those (if any) of Y = 0, we are
really enlarging the problem, for YZ belongs to a larger com
bination. But then it is done in such a way that the larger
combination is equivalent, as regards the relation between
e and C, to the smaller. The extra terms in the expansion of
C are of zero size: Thus, with unit operand,

(31)
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where the accent means differentiation to p. Now, with the
roots of Y = 0 only, the vanishing numerators make the
terms be zero; but this does not happen with those of Z = 0.
We therefore get the original form of equation (1).
Returning to the condenser and coil, put them in parallel,
and subject them to the same impressed force. The conduc
tance operators are now additive, and therefore
(82)
C = {(K+Sp )+(R+Lp)-1}e

is the equation of current.
To have e steady after the initial moment, we require an
impulsive current of total Se, a steady current Ke, and a
gradually rising current
� (1-E-Rt/L),
R
by what has preceded. Only one time function is concerned.
On the other hand, if the current is steady after the initial
moment, we have to expand
C
e=-=c-=-cc--=�=---c�•
(88)
(K+Sp)+(R+Lp)-1
Comparing with (26)", and -its expansion,we ·see that the
Tesult in the present case is
C
C E'Plt
C Ep2--t
+--(84)
e=--+
·
1
K+R- P1S-Pi(K+SPi)2 p2S-p2(K+Sp2)2
The roots Pi, p2, are as before, in (28).
(3). Two Coils under Mutual Influence.
§ 286. As another example of two degrees of freedom, con
sider two linear conductive circuits. The second circuital law
.applied to them makes
E=(R+Lp)C+Mpc,
(85)
e= (r+lp)c + l\fpC,

(36)
using big letters for one circuit, small for the other, except in
the case of l\I, the mutual inductance, which is common to
both. This is "ironless mathematics," of course. Young
investigators need not be discouraged by the contempt
which is too often poured· upon "ironless mathematics" in
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engineering journals. It is fundamental, and very useful.
Sometimes the contemners only indicate their own ignorance.
If both C and c are to suddenly become steady, we require
the voltages indicated explicitly, viz., the steady RC in one
. and re in the other circuit, following the initial impulses
LC+Mc and lc+MC respectively.
If c is to be.kept zero, put c=O, making
(37}
That is, we require the voltage MpC in the second circuit to
prevent current in it. At the same time, the equation and
behaviour of the first circuit are the same as if the second were
taken away. The principle of the destruction of mutual
induction by a suitable impressed force is a useful one in
theoretical reasoning.
When, on· the other hand, the forces are given, we should
solve for the currents. Thus, by cross multiplication, we may
eliminate C or c in turn between (35) and (36). The equation
of C is
C= (r+lp)E-Mpe
(38)
,
(R + Lp)(r + lp)- M2p2
E=.(R+Lp)C,

e=MpC.

which, by (1), or (30) more conveniently, expands to
E(r+l_z.,__0-MPie
ePit
0=�+
R LA (r + IJJ i) + lp1 (R + lp1) - 21'l2p1
2

(39)

+ ditto with P2 •

Here p1 and p2 are the roots of the denominator in (38).
The above examples, going only as far as two degrees of
freedom, are sufficient to show how the expansion theorem is
to be applied. They are not particularly good examples, but
are chosen rather to show how to readily discriminate different
·operators, and see when the expansion theorem applies, and
when it does not.
(4). Cable Earthed at A and B. Impressed Force at A.
§ 287. Passing to the consideration of the application of
the expansion theorem to diffusion problems, take first what
is one of the simplest cases, as well as one of the most
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interesting. Let a cable be earthed at both ends, and a
steady impressed force e be inserted at x=0. The potentiaL
produced is given by (17), § 256, namely
V=

shin q_(l-x\_ sins(Z-x)
e,
shin ql - sinsl

(40)-

where q2= -s2 =RSp. The practical way of getting this
operational solution was described on the same page. Bf,ing
an easy case, we can see that it is right by noting that it
makes V =0 at a:=l, and V =eat x=0.
Take the form (30) of the expansion theorem. Take Y tC>
be the numerator, and Z the denominator. The roots of Z
are those of shin ql. But not the zero root, because to
rationalise shinql, which is an odd function of ql (and therefore
of p1), we must exclude it. This may be formally done by
making Z be (shin ql)/q_l; but it is unnecessary, for by omitting
the zero root from shin ql=0 we come to the same result.
Noting this, we may use either. of the forms given in (40).
The first gives the result in terms of the values of p. But
these are negative, therefore the second form is more con
venient. So we have
dZ

dZ

(H}

P-- = ½s .. =½slcossl.

ds

dp

Also, putting p=0, the final steady state is e(l - x/l).
expansion theorem (30) gives

(

sins(l-x)E
V =e 1- x)
l +e� -fi(cossl'
P1

So the
(42),

where the summation ranges over the finite roots of sinsl=0 �
that is, sl=1r1 21r1 31r, &c.; and p in the exponential function
is given by RSp= -s•. Owing to the dependence of p on the
square of s, we see that only the positive roots of sin sl =0
need be counted. That is, it is really the values of p that
control matters. Equation (42) may be at once reduced to
v sin
s.:r pl
··-- E ,
V=e (1 - x--) - 2e.:..,
l

which waa obtained before.

st

(43}
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(5). Cable Earthed at A and Cut at B. Impressed Force at A.
§ 288. Next take the same case as last with the sole
change made of insulating instead of earthing at x=l, Then,
by (22), § 258 1 the potential is given by
_coss(l-x)
----'-�---' e,
- ---"-'----' e V_coshq(l-x)
cos sl
cash ql

(44)

which, as before, we see to be correct by the formula making
V=e at x=0, and 0=0 at x=l. Now in this case, the
denominator is rational, as a function of p, that is to say, so
no reservation is needed, and the expansion theorem (30)
makes
coss(l-x) pt.
V-e + e�
(45)
8 cl -- E
-� cossl
2 ds

,

ranging over the positive roots of cos sl = 0; or, sl = ½rr, li'II",
&c. Effecting the differentiation in the denominator, and
simplifying the numerator by the vanishing of cos sl, we
reduce (45) to
(46)
V -e_ 2 e.::.,--E
...., sinsx pt ,
sl

which is the expansion required. The summational part is
of the same form as in (43). But of course there is a different
series of values of sl, and also of the p's. There is no con
fusion between p the differentiator, and its specialised alge
braical value d!)noted by the same symbol. The latter only
occurs in algebraical summations ; the former in operational
solutions.
(6). Earth at A, Cut at B.

Impressed Force at y.

§ 289. The above two cases being sufficiently illustrative
,when the impressed force is situated terminally, and the
terminal conditions are of the simplest type, making either
the potential or the current vanish, take next the case of an
.intermediate impressed force, though still with the simple
terminal conditions. Say that there is earth on at x = 0,
insulation at x = l, and an impressed force e at x =y. Then,
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by (41), (42), § 260, the resulting potentials, putting <l'= -/'
for convenience in the expansions to be found, are given by
cossy
(
)
V1 =--coss l-x ,e,
(47}
cossl
sinsx. (l-y)
V'J. =--sms
. e,
(48)
cos sl
V1 being the potential when xis on the right side of y, and
Vs when on the left side. Here, of course, s2 is the differen•
tiator-RSp.
First, putting s =0, we see that the final steady state is
V1 =e, V9 =0, So applying (30), we obtain
V1 =e-e� cos_,•y coss(l-x) . ep1,
½slsmsl

(49}

.
sms
V2 =0-e� sinsx
.
(l-y) .f�,
½slsmsl

(50)

subject to cos sl =0, as in the last case, or sl = (n-½)11", where
n is a positive integer. We may now simplify by means of
cos sl = 0, leaving
(51)
""' cos S1J •
Vs = -2e,:;,, --SIDSX. Epl'
sl

(52)

the simplest form of the expansions.
The transition from the operational solutions (47), (48) to
the expansions (49), (50) involves two formal processes, viz.t
the change in the denominator, done by the differentiation
which occurs when the summational sign and the time factor
are introduced, and the addition of the outside term. In
going further, we reach (51), (52), by the omission of terms
which vanish in the preceding equations. The same occurs.
in the previous examples. Now this omission may be done
in the act of applying the expansion theorem, thereby deriving
(51), (52) directly from (47), (48) without the more compli
cated intermediate equations. And, in fact, so far as arriving
at (51), (52) is concerned, through the expansion theorem, we
may make the omission in the operational solution. But the
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steady part of the solution must be extracted first ; and in any
case, the operational solution is made nonsense of (considered
as a general operational solution) by the too early omission.
So the omission is properly done in the act of conversion to
the expanded series.
(7). Earth at A and B. Impressed Force at y.
§ 290. If both terminals are earthed, whilst the impressed
force is intermediate, at the point y, we have, by (37), (38),
.§ 260, the results.
cossy
V1 + -.-sms(l-x). e,
(53)
smsl
=

V2

=

sinsx
--.-coss(l-y). e,
smsl

(54)

on the right and left sides of the impressed force respectively.
So the expansion theorem makes
x
.._, cossysinsx pt
V1 _
-e (i·_-/\ _2e,:..,---'----( ,
l1

·sl

(55)
(56)

where we first write down the outside terms got by putting
s 0 in the previous equations, and then write the summational
general term, changing the denominator by the operator
½s(d/ds), which is equivalent to p(d/dp), and omitting terms
which, in virtue of sinsl = 0, vanish from the result with
changed denominator.
; The determinantal equation depends only upon the nature of
the terminal conditions apart from impressed force. There
may be any distribution of impressed force, intermediate or
at the terminals as well, but unless we change the terminal
arrangements, there will always be the same set of normal
systems. In (55), (56), for example, e is entirely at the pointy.
But make it be a function of y, representing a distributed
imp�essed force. Then the integration of (55), (56) with
respect to y, so as to 'include all the impressed forces, will
give the resulting potential. The outside terms are altered,
-and likewise the size of the normal systems in the summation,
=
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-but the type of the normal systems, say sin sx e14, is not
-changed, and the same series of s's and p's remain in force.
(8). General Terminal Conditions. Impressed Force at A.
§ 291. Owing to the equidistant spacing of the roots of the
determinantal equation in the above cases, which arises from
the fact that the terminal reflection coefficients are of size
+ I or - 1, as the case may be, the expanded solutions are
readily calculable numerically at once. It is somewhat diffe
rent when we depart from the simplicity of terminal earth or
insulation, as the roots become unequally spaced, and require
preliminary determination from trigonometrical tables before
the formulm can be subjected to calculation. The process of
expansion is, however, the same. Let, for a first case, the
impressed force be at the beginning, x=O. Then .we only
want the formula on the right side of the force. This is (35),
§ 259, in which put a= O, making
V=

1-a
Eql - a/Je•ql

{ t.q(l-zJ ;.. /k·<1(l-zl}½e,

(57)

which shows the potential at x due to e at x=O, when the
terminal reflection coefficients are a and /3, at x= 0 and l
respectively. In terms of the terminal resistance operators
Z 0 and Z1 , we have
a

Z0 - R/q
Z 0 +R/q'

/3

Z1 - R/q ·
Z 1 +R/q'

· (5B)

.by § 261, equations (49) and (52). Here Z1 is such that
V = Z1C is the equation of voltage for the terminal arrange ..
ment at x=l, and V = - Z0C for that at x=O.
When the terminal arrangement is a mere resistance, we
have Z0 = R0 say, and Z1 = R1 , these being constants .. Notice,
in passing, the singular case a= 1. By (57) it makes V = 0 ;
that is; the cable cannot be charged at all. This happens
when Z 0 is infinite, which needs an infinite terminal resistance
at every moment, and no terminal permittance.
Going further, let us expand (57). The best way is, by
Jl}eans of the give� expressions for a and /3, to convert it to
circular form first, before applying the expansion theorem,
·although it will come- to the same thing in the end if we
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expand (57) as it stands, and then change to circular func
tions. Adopting the former course, put q = si in (57) and (58).
a�d reduce by ordinary algebra. The result is
{sin + (Z1 /R) cos} (l-x)
e.
V= -,-c---:-=--c2 2
(1- Z0Z1s /R ) sinsl+ (Z 0+Z1)( /R) cos sl
s

s

(59)

s

This is, by its construction, only another form of the opera
tional solution itself, the meaning ofs2 being-RSp. Observe,
also, that although Z0 and Z 1 are unspecified, no further
reductions of the kind just made are required for them in any
case allowing of the application of the expansion theorem.
because they are then rational functions of p, and therefore of
s2 • So (59) is the operational solution in a form which is
convenient for the immediate application of the expansion
theorem.
Puts= 0 to find the steady state. Practically, put 1 for cossl
and coss.:v, and sl or sx for sin sl and sinsx. The result is
(60)
Now if the terminal arrangements are mere resistances, say R0•
and R11 this becomes
_R(l-x)+R1
Vo-=-'-���e,
(61}
Rl+R0+R1
which is obviously right, because the denominator is the total
resistance of the circuit, and the numerator is that part of it
which lies to the right of the point x. Similarly, if the
terminal arrangements, though not simple resistances them•
selves, have finite steady resistances, then s = 0 in Z0 and Z11
produces them, and (61) is still the result, where R0 and R1
denote the effective steady resistances. But it may happen
that the term containing s2 in (60) does not vanish. It may
be infinite, so caution is needed when the effective terminal
resistance is infinite. Thus, (60) may be written
(62)
in terms of p. Now suppose the terminal arrangement at A
is a condenser, making Z0 = (S0p)-1• The p is cancelled. But
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at the same time the denominator is made infinite, R0 being
infinite. So if R1 is finite, the result is V0 0. That is, the
cable settles down to a neutral state ultimately when charged
through a condenser, provided there is not infinite resistance
at the further end. On the other hand, when the condenser
is at B, making Z (S 1p)-1, say, the result is V =e, the full
value, provided the resistance at A is finite. Lastly, if both
R1 and R0 are infinite, by having condensers at both ends,
say Z1 (S1 p)-1, Z0 (S0p)-1, the result of putting p=O in
(62) is
S0e
V _
(63)
o-So+ S1 + S(
=

=

=

=

This result may be verified by the law of displacement in con
densers. On one side of the impressed force is the elast9.nce
So-\ and on the other side (S1 + Sl)-1• So the total displace
ment is
e
eS0(Sl + S1)
(64)
S0-1 + (Sl + S1)-1 So+ SL+ S1'
Divide by SZ + S1 , the permi.tt:mce on the right side of e, and
the result is V0 , as in (63), the final steady potential of the
cable and further condenser. On the other side of the
impressed force-that is, on the side of the condenser at A
which is next the cable-the potential is negative, being lower
than the aboYe V0 by the amount e. It is the side of the con
denser at A next the earth that is charged positively. The
reverse is the case in the dielectric of the cable and the B con
denser. The simplest mental realisation is obtained by the
use of Maxwell's displacement current.
If we compare these cases with the formula (61), under
standing that R0 and R1 are the steady terminal resistances,
we see that they are in agreement, except that when R0 and
R1 are both infinite, the result (61) is ambiguous. In such a
case we must go back to the more complete formula (60), or
(62), and interpret it instead.""
Having thus settled V01 the outside term to express the
steady state when there is one, we may apply the expansion
• Of course condensers may occur terminally in other ways than the
above, but in any ca.se a=O in (59) will lead to the required result.
VOL, II.
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theorem to (59), or to any form of the same that may be more
convenient. Another form is
= cossx(tansl + Z1s/R) + sinsx(tansl . Z1s/R-l)
e, (65)
(1-Z0Z1s2/R2) (tansl+ (Zo + Zi) s/R2)
1 - Z 0 Z 1 s /R
obtained from ( 59) by expanding the numerator, and then
dividing the numerator and denominator in that equation by
cos sl.
The determinantal equation is
tan sl + ( Zo + Zi) s/R2 O,
(6G)
1- Z0 Z 1s /R
or, which is the same,
tansl= _ Rl(Z0 Z 1)sl 2
(67)
(Rl)"-Z0 Z1 (sl)
This simplifies to
z
tansl= -_!!_sl,
(GS)
V

2

2

+

when Z1=0, and to

Rl

tansl= - �2sl,
(69)
Rl
when Z0=0. In these equations the Z's are functions of
(sl)2 in virtue of being functions of p in general.
In the case of the terminal arrangements being mere
resistances, producing a constant ratio of the potential and
current at the terminals, we have the simple terminal condi
tions considered by Fourier. Z0 or Z1 , or both, as the case
may be, are constants. The values of sl are then very easily
determined by means of a table of tangents. This kind of
terminal condition, which includes the extreme cases of
terminal earth and insulation, is the only one that admits
of the expansion of an arbitrary function after the manner of
Fourier-that is to say, by the use of the property of the
vanishing of the integral of the product of any two different
n'.Jrmal systems. The reason is because there is no energy in
the terminal arrangements that ean by itself affect the state
of the cable.. It is true that .there is waste of energy in the
terminal resistances, but that does not count at all. It is
wasted and done for. So the specification of the initial state
merely requires a statement of the .potential in the cable
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itself; that implies electric energy, upon which the later
state of the cable when left to itself depends, in the absence
of an impressed force to introduce fresh energy. But when
-ever the terminal arrangement departs from the above simple
type, involving merely a waste of energy from the cable,
Fourier's method fails. The integral of the product of two
normal systems along the cable is no longer zero. The
initial state may or may not include any energy in the
terminal arrangements. If it does, this terminal energy
.must be allowed for by widening the conjugate property, or
in other ways. But even if it does not, the energy in the
•cable itself will set up energy in the terminal arrangements
in a reversible manner, not by mere waste, so the complete
normal systems must include the terminal arrangements as
·well as the cable. Now if the terminal arrangements consist
-only of condensers and resista::ices (or equivalently), however
,complicated in detail, we only introduce electric energy. This
is like that in the cable (its self-induction being ignored here),
viz., the energy of electric displacement. The conjugate pro
perty which has to take the place of Fourier's is then substan
tially the same, with a wider range, however. It is the
property of the vanishing of the total mutual energy of a pair
of complete normal systems. But should we introduce mag
netic energy into either or both of the terminal arrangements,
the last property breaks down. We have to go to a still wider
one, viz., that the mutual potential energy (or electric, here),
of a pair of normal systems equals the mutual magnetic
energy of the same, the terminal arrangements being included.
This may work out in a complicated manner.
But the expansion theorem goes straight to the final simpli
fied result, irrespective of the absence or presence of energy
-or of the power of receiving and storing energy in the terminal
arrangements, and of the kind of conjugate property required
to effect the expansion after the manner of Fourier extended.
Thus, applying it to (65), following the formula (30), and
using ½s (d/cls) instead of p(d/dp), we obtain
'r _ -u'o+-C,,;.,---'---+ sinsx (tansl. Z 1s/Rl) i-.i
O ..._, cossx (tansl + Z 1s/R)
-'-,---=----=-��--�e
Z1)4R)
sl(l-ZuZ is21 R2)(-l-+ d (Zo+ 2 2
cos"sl tl(sl) 1 - z 0 ir, /R

L2

'

(70)
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by performing one differentiation upon the denominator in
(65). We cannot carry it further profitably without specifying
what the natures of Z0 and Z1 really are. Since, however, the
values of sl in the summation are fixed by the equation (66),
that is, by the vanishing of the denominator in (65), we may
substitute the right member of (67) for tan sl in (70), and
similarly put sec2 sl in terms of the Z's. But there is no par
ticular advantage in doing so, unless the Z's are given, and
we desire to make possible simplifications of expression.
In obtaining (70) by the expansion theorem, no notice was
taken of the factor (1- Z0Z1s2/R2) in the denominator in (65).
It has its roots truly, but they are inoperative. They lead to
nothing. The factor may therefore be regarded as belonging
to the numerator of (65), if we please. Or, keeping it in the
denominator, we see that its vanishing does not make the
denominator vanish, and therefore its roots are out of the
question.
(9). General Case of an Intermediate Im!)ressed Force.
§ 292. When the impressed force is intermediate, say at the
point x = y, the treatment is quite similar, so that very little
detail need be given. We have the operational solutions
(35), (36), § 259, in which put y for a. Now circularise the
functions by putting q = si. Remember in doing so that this
is not really a complex transformation, because the operators
are rational functions of p already, and therefore of s2• This
fact makes the transformation easy, by the cancelling of terms
that occurs. The result is that
_ (Reos
- Zcr�sin)sy. (Z,s cos+ Rsin).1(Z - x)
V1 �--'---'-"-'---"----,,.--'------'.e
(.71).
cos sl (R2 - Z0Z1s2) (tan sl+ R.2�( Zo + Z,))
R - Zoz,.•
expresses the potential due to e at a point x on the right
side of y, where e is situated. To obtain the corresponding
expression for V2, when x is on the left side of y, refer again
to (35), (36), § 259, and observe that V2 is got from V1 by
interchanging a and /3, x and Z - x, y and l - y, and then nega
tiving the result. So, doing the same to (71 ), we get
0scos+ Rsin'sx
V2 - (Reos - Z1ssin)s(Z-y). (Z
J
e. (72)
•
same denommator
=-
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Now apply the expansion theorem. The outside terms for
the steady state may be perhaps most easily got by elementary
considerations-by Ohm's law and the condenser law, that is
to say. When the steady terminal resistances (effective) are
finite, say RJ and Ri , we shall have
V1

R(l-x) +R 1

= e 1:l + H0+ H1 '

y
�

=

-

R0+Rx

eRl + R0+ R/

(73)

by Ohm's law. But when R0 and R1 are both infinite, and_
there are terminal condensers concerned, we must go further,
and apply the condenser law, say as in § 291, equation (64),
which is a special case of the present. In general, however,
should the terminal arrangements include several condensers,
it is the effective steady permittances of the combinations that
are to be regarded as S0 and S1 in the place referred to. Or,
we may get the steady states directly out of (71) and (72) by
seeking their limiting .alues when s = 0. However the work
be done, denoting the steady states by i·1 and i·2, and applying
the expansion theorem to (71), we obtain at once
_. +L etRcos-Z0ssin)sy.(Z1scos+Rsin)s(l-x) l'I
Vi-t,
d Rs(Z +Z1) e '
2
2
2
.l
) ("
- 2 0
2 sl cos sl (R - Z0Z1s ) (sec sl+ d(sl)R
-Z 0Z1 s2 I 4)
•
by introducing the summation sign, the time factor, and
changing the denominator by the operation ½ sl(d/d(sl) ).
As regards V2 , we may get its formula by making the inter
changes already indicated, in getting (72) from (71). But
this is quite unnecessary. For, by inspection of the original
operational formuke (35), (36), § 259, we may see that when
the denominator vanishes V1 and 'i\ become identical in those
equations. That is, identical for all the values of p given by
the determinantal equation, though not in the case of p = O,
which finds the steady states on the two sides of e. So the
V2 formula is to be got from (74) by changing V1 to V2 and
'1!1 to v2 •
The expansional part is the same, in virtue of the
special values of sl. Of course, we may use the alternative
formula if we like, making the interchanges before described.
And when the Z's are explicitly given, simplifications of form
may be readily carried out. This is not a matter of indiffer
ence, if numerical calculation is wanted, because, of two
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equivalent forms, one may be much more manageable than,
the other.
The Determinantal Equation.
§ 293. The determinantal equation is (66) or (67). Say,
sl
tan sl=q,(sl) = - Rl2(Zo+Z1) .
(75),
(Rl) -Z0 Z 1 (sl)'
Here ef,(sl) is a rational function of sl. Draw the curves
y2 =q,(sl);
y1 =tansl,
(76)·
the abscissre being sl, and the ordinates y1 or y2• The inter
section of these curves indicates the admissible values of sl.
It is sufficient to draw them very roughly, just to find the
general situation and rough values of the roots. Only a few·
at the beginning are wanted, except for very small values of
the time. I mentioned before that when the Z's are mere
resistances, tangent tables readily find the roots. Use the
graphically-obtained values as a first approximation. Say
it is the first root, which is the most important in general.
The tables may show that the rou;h value is several degrees.
wrong. Estimate the correction by rule of three. Apply
the revised value to the tables. It will be nearly right, and a
second revision may bring it right to a minute, and a third to
a second.
Another easy case is that of terminal condensers. Also the
case of condensers and resistances does not trouble much •.
And it may be remarked here that when the terminal arrange
ments involve only electric energy, without magnetic, the
roots are always real, so that the above described process can
be followed. But it is not so easy when magnetic energy is
involved. There may then be complex roots as well. This
occurs even when a single coil is concerned at either terminal,
if the inductance be of a suitable value. Of course, in slow
cable working, the inclusion of the effect of the self-induction
of the coils is not an important matter, and the coils may be
treated as resistances. The trouble with complex roots sets
a limit to the desirability of elaborating formulro beyond the
point of ready systematic calculation. The formulre-, neverthe
less, have an interest of a scientific kind, as showing what.
may be done if the necessary trouble be taken.
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The dcterminantal equation may be written
tansl+ tan(tan-1
which makes

8 z0

R

+ tan-1

8 z 1)

R

1

= 0,

Z1sl
o-�l
mr=sl + tan_1 Z
-+
tan_1 -·
Rl
Rt

(77)
(78)

This form shows how the difference between sl and the stan
dard value mr, n being a positive integer, depends upon the
terminal operators. Equation (78) may be readily converted
to a power series, perhaps witb occasional advantage. Special
formulre may also be constructed exhibiting the roots explicitly
to any desired degree of accuracy, but it is questionable
whether they repay the labour of obtaining them, when tables
of circular functions are so useful. General principles may
become smothered by overmuch detail.
The original form of the determinantal equation, as it
shows itself in the operational solutions (35), (36), § 259, and
(65), (66), § 253, may be written
(79)
If the left-hand operator be applied to a wave originated at
a point, say at x=O, the resultant would represent what it
became after a journey to x= l, reflection there, according to
/3, followed by a journey to x=O, and reflection there accord
ing to a. The right-hand member would show that the effect
of the cycle of operations was to restore the disturbance to its
original state. This is impossible, of course. But it is
apparently done on a normal solution. Thus
(80)
if the constant Pis chosen to be any one of the values given
by the determinantal equation. This equation does not imply
any use of p½, but only abbreviates a rational equation. Clear
it of fractions, and we get

where the operator is an even function of q, and is therefore
rational.
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S:ibsidence of Special Initial States.
§ 293a. In the above equation (7 4) we have not only solved
the question of the establishment of a certain state by an
impressed force, but also the connected question of the
subsidence of that state to equilibrium when the force is
removed. For, if we write (74) and its companion thus,
(81)

where v has to be v1 or v2 as the case may be, we have,
initially,
V= �it.
(82)
That is, the state of potential v is expanded in the special
Fourier series concerned. If, then, v is left to itself, unsup
ported by impressed force, the state at time t later will be
given by
(83)

where v1 is what v then becomes.
There is this remark to be made about (82). It cannot be
called without limitation the expansion of the function v in a
Fourier series, subject to the terminal differential conditions,
for it may be only one of many expansions expressing the
same functions v, and subject to the same differential condi
tions. This is quite clear in the physics of the matter. For
consider what the impressed force does in the act of setting
up the state v. It energises the terminal arrangements as
well, electrically and magnetically, except when only mere
resistances are concerned. Now the same state of potential
v in the cable may be accompanied by various states of energy
terminally, and all due to the same impressed fo rce. So when
we take off the impressed force we not only let the charge
redistribute itself, but also let the terminal energy act on the
cable, and in various manners according to circumstances.
Equation (83) exhibits the potential at time t due to the
initial state it in the cable, and to the a,ccompanying initial
states of the terminal arrangements. This is true even when
the Z's are only given by formulm, and we do not analyse
them to see what particular auangements are really repre
sented thereby, and what the terminal energies are.
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It will be seen that the expansion theorem is a labour-saving
agent of a remarkable character. For it is not from formulre
representing the expansion of an arbitrary initial state that
we can most readily learn the general course of events in the
physical problems concerned. We should rather prefer to
€xamine the result of some special initial state, or the result
of a disturbance initiated at a single spot, as an impulsive or
a continued source. Now it is just in these cases that the
expansion theorem shows to best advantage. We obtain our
formulre in a very ready manner, without the circumbendibus
-connected with arbitrary initial states and the conjugate pro
perty of the normal functions. We shall see presently how to
apply the expansion theorem to arbitrary initial states. In
-connection therewith, it may be noted here that an integration
applied to (74) and its companion enable3 us to express the
effect due to an arbitrary distribution of impressed force along
the line, all starting at the same moment in the simplest
case. Put edy for e, and let e be a function of y. Then
integrate with ;:espect to y from O to l, using one or other
formula, according as x is to right or left of the elementary
impressed force concerned. But this is a mathematical
development which is useless for our present purpose.
(10). General Case of an Arbitrary Initial State

in the Cable.
§ 294. The expansion of an arbitrary function of x between
the limits O and l naturally rests upon the expression of the
function for a single point. That is, we require to find how
a charge Q, initially all at the point ?,', diffuses itself when
controlled by given terminal conditions. As was before pointed
out, the construction of the operational solution for a point
charge is like that for an impulsive impressed voltage, with a.
difference. The latter produces a jump in the potential, the
former in the current, at the place of application. A continued
impressed force e at a point has its analogue in a continued
source of current, led in by an auxiliary wire. The operational
solutions to right and left of the source are given by (65), (66),
§ 263, in which h is the current introduced, to be given as a.
function of the time. Taking h =pQ makes the source impul.
sive, and the case is then that of an initial charge Q. So, by
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(65), § 263, the potential V1 at x, on the right side of the point
y, where Q is impulsively introduced, is given by
= qy+acqy Eq(l -x) +(3 E -qll-x) qQ,
(84)·
V1 El
}2
eq _ a(3cql {
S
On the left side of y the potential V2 is to be got by simply
interchanging x and y in the last formula.
Converting (84) to circular functions, by means of q = si,
makes the equivalent formula
= _( 0scos+Rsin)sy.(Z 1scos+Rsin)s(l-x) sQ_

Vi

Z

cossl (R

2

-

2
Z Z 1s )

0

tansl+

(

!!�z:z�;:)

,
(85)

S
The final state must be either zero or constant. It must be
zero if there is conductive connection with earth at either
terminal-that is, when at least one of R0 and R1 is not
infinite; and it must be finite when both are infinite, so that
the charge Q cannot be got rid of. In the former case, the last
equation shows the result at once, on account of the s which
occurs as a factor. In the latter case, it is the permittance
thn,t controls matters. The charge Q is finally either uniformly
distributed along the cable, if there is no terminal permittance,
or is divided betw·oen the cable and the terminal condensers.
Thus, the potential of the cable is
V=

Q
(86),
Sl+ S0+ S1
if S0 and S 1 are the effectiYe permittances of the terminal
combinations. This result may be dug out of (85), but is
sufficiently clear without doing that, which is, however, a
useful test.
Applying the expansion theorem to (85), we obtain
V

= v _ � ( 0.�cos + Rsin )•y. ( 1.� cos+Rsin)s(l-x) 2Qevi ( .
S7)
Sl '
cossl (lt"- Z 0Z 1s")(sec2sl - cp'(sl))
Z

Z

where <f,(sl) is as in (75) and cp'(sl) is its derivative. We have
the s�"me form of determinantal equation. This formula
applies on both sides of the point y, both as regards the
steady v an<l the summation. For the steady state is con
stant, and the original operational solutions (65), (66), § 263,
become the s:i.me when the denominator vanishes. We may,.

'
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however, exchange x and '!/ in (87), and make other changes
controlled by the determinantal equation.
Put Q/S = 1 and t = O. Let u be the result. Then
_

2,�(Z scos + Rsin)sy . (Z scos + Rsin)s(l- x)

1
.
U-�+-��0--�
cos sl (Z0Z1s2 - Ri)(sec2 sl - ¢' (st))
l

'

(88)

where u0 is the value of v with Q/S = 1. Here u represents the
initial state. Therefore it is the expansion of the unit impul
sive function of x concentrated at the point y. It represents
a great deal more than that, outside the limits O and l, for
there are periodic repetitions, though not periodic in the
usual sense, except in the elementary cases of total reflection
at the terminals, when we have the usual Fourier series with
regularly spaced roots.
Given, then, a function/(x) representing an initial state, its
expansion is
'i � �
(SJ)·
f(x) =
(y}itdy, � .

ff

using the previous expression for it; and, by introducing tl,e·
time factor in the summation, we find what the potential/(.r,),
becomes at time t. The ultimate result is a state of uniform
potential-viz., the total initial charge divided by the total
permittance, including the effective terminal permittances.
As regards the meaning of the expansion for V outside the
limits for x, viz., 0 and l, which are imposed in the physical
problem, we get some knowledge from the determinantal
equation. If V is the potential at x at time tin the cable,
free from impressed force, its general characteristic is
(62 - rl)V = 0, where 6 is the space differentiator and q2 is.
RS x the time differentiator. Also, when the terminal reflec
tion coefficients a. and /3 are introduced, we make V satisfy

where in the operator on V we write 6 for q. Compare with
(80.1.). It is to be understood that in the two Z's the same
change is made, or 62/RS substituted for p. So, if V is J(x),
we have, by Taylor's theorem, § 276,
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This is the equation showing the functional connection
between the values at points distant 2l from one another.
When the Z's are zero, it reduces to f(x + Z) =f(x - Z), showing
the primary kind of periodicity. Further examination of (91)
to see how this is modified by the terminal operators, would
lead us too far away from the proper subject.
{11). Auxiliary Expansions due to the Terminal Energy.
Case of a Condenser
§ 295. The expansion (89), subject to (88), has some right
to be termed the expansion of f(x). in the Fourier series
in question, because it is the one that depends only upon the
initial state of the cable. It gives the potential at any later
time on the understanding that tl.ie terminal arrangements are
initially unenergised. Unless, therefore, the Z's are mere
resistances, the Fourier series (89), (88), may not be the
proper one to use in the physical problem. It will still
represent the initial state, but will fail later, should the
terminal arrangements be initially energised. So there are,
independently of the above expansion, others which represent
zero initially, and which only come into operation when t is
finite. The number of such auxiliaries is determined by the
number of independent ways in which the terminal arrange
ments may be energised. It may, therefore, be finite or
infinite. . If, for example, there is a coil at A and a condenser
at B, there are just two auxiliary expansions. For the full
specification of the initial state must include not merely the
state of charge in the cable, but also the charge of the
condenser and the current in the ccil. After the first moment,
they are all connected. Initially, they are independent.
A case in which there is an infinite number of auxiliaries is
got by letting the terminal arrangement at either end be a
second cable, of finite length. Another one is got by putting
a piece of metal inside a coil. Without the metal the coil
would introduce one auxiliary. The metal, however, which
will produce a quit3 determinate rational terminal operator,
will introduce an infinite number of auxiliaries, because the
initial state will require a specification of the magnetic force
in all parts of the metal, and this initial state may be arbi
trary. This' case may seem fearfully complicated, but can be
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worked out (in the case of a round core), without great diffi
culty, by the operational method.
To show the action of a single auxiliary, let there be a
terminal condenser. Say that Z0 (S0p)-1 and Z 1=0. Then
the cable is earthed direct at B, and through a condenser of
permittance S0 at A. So, by (85) above,
=

� cos - sin)sy. sins(l -x)
sQ
y _ ( sSo .
1S
cos sl (tan sl -

:oS )

(92}

represents the potential at x on the right side of y, due to the
impulsive introduction of Q at y. And this expands to
(: cos - s sin)sy. sins(l - x)
�tvt ,
V =� , o
Sl
2
¼slcossl
(sec sl+-
)
S s2ll

(93}

0

which is valid on both sides of y. There is no outside term.
The determinantal equation is
tan sl= S/SoS,
(94}
and an integration according to (89) constructs the potential
due to an arbitrarily given state in the cable, with no initial
charge in the condenser.
Now as regards the condenser, put y=0 in (92). Then
sins(l-x)
.9_
Vi= cossl tansl - S/S s) S�
(
0

(95)

represents V1 in the cable due to Q at it3 beginning. That is,
to an initial charge Q of the condenser. Or, if V0 is its initial
potential, we may substitute it for Q/S0 • So
sins(l- �)�eJJI��
V= V 0 �
�2
(9G)
� slcossl(sec'sl + Sl/8 � 1 )
0
represents the potential V at time t in the cable due to V0
alone. Initially we have
�
sins(l-x)
0= y0
(97)
same denominator
for any finite x in the cable. Tl.Jis exhibits the auxiliary
expansion, V0 being any constant. The complete expansion,
2
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showing V due to the initial V0 of the condenser and V =f(x)
in the cable, is therefore
V0 + jf(y)
cos - ssin)sydy
O
80
lll
(98)
•
V=2:sins(l-x)£
½slcossl (sec2sl+ S1;S0s2l2)

(�

This case is peculiar, inasmuch as the same operational
r..-_. solution serves for the elementary charge in the cable and for
the terminal charge. The distinction is that Q is finite in one
-ease and infinitesimal in the other. It is true that in (92) Q
may be finite, but when we pass to an initial finite distribu
t"
'-.... tion of potential, it is replaced by Q dy, the charge on the
.element dy, which is therefore infinitesimal. On the other
'1
�.
hand, the Q for the condenser is finite.
\
.Points of Infinite Condensation. Exceptions to Fourier's
Theorem.
§ 296. Another consideratfon presents itself here. It is a
-common error that only finite functions can be expanded in
Fourier series. That this is wrong may be seen by the above
investigation. Go back to (88). Let there be initially Q1/S
at Y P QJS at y2, and so on up to Q,,/S at y,., these points
being separate. Then
v="" 9.i•u
(99)
..:.., S n
-will, by (88), represent the initial state of the potential at
time t due to the n point charges. Initially, v is zero except
.at the n points, but there it is infinite, with finite space totals,
however. Combine ·with (98). If f(x) is finite and con
tinuous, V + v is initially finite and continuous, except at
the n points, where finite charges exist.
Nor need these condensations be themselves finite. The
Q's may be infinite. It is, indeed, true that an infinite charge
suddenly introduced at a point y would in an infinitely short
time raise the potential of the whole cable infinitely. In this
respect the solution would be of a useless nature. But we may
combine the infinities so as to have finite results. The simplest
-ease is first to have two finite point charges Q and - Q at
distance z apart. Then bring them closer, increasing Q in
· the same ratio, so that Qz is finite. In the limit we have a
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point source involving a double infinity in Q, and a corres
ponding expansion of the potential in a F. series. Similarly
as regards poles of higher multiplicity.
Nor does the matter end here. If the self-induction of the
line be included, the initial state must include a specification
of the initial current, as well as of V. Fourier series are
involved, and such a series has to express the initial potential,
whilst a connected series expresses the initial current. There
may be points of initial infinite condensation in both series.
Another common error is that the expansion of a function
in a series of sines and cosines of nr.x/l, n being integral, is
uniquely determined by Fourier's theorem. There are other
expansions. To show this (in one way), let Z 1 = - Z0 in (85).
Then tan sl = 0, or sl = nr., as in Fourier's theorem. But now
R2 - Z0Z 1s2 = 0 also, or R2 = Zg'l', determines a distinct set of
extra normal systems, of the type �. where h is constant.
So we can expand a given function in terms of the usual
sin sx and cos sx, and the extra functions, The result is,
therefore, to represent another function of x expanded in
terms of the usual sines and cosines, with equally-spaced
roots. But it is not the expansion got by Fourier's theorem,
though it is equally true. I will give one or two examples in
illustration of this.
Abnormal Fourier Series.
§ 297. When a cable is earthed at its ends the type of the
normal function for the potential is sin sx, vanishing termi
nally, s being fixed by sin sl = 0. Left to itself, a distribution
of potential 0£ this type becomes reduced to sin sx . e"t at time
t later, p being negative, fixed by RSp = - s2 • If the ends are
both insulated, the normal function is cos sx for the potential,
but with the same series of values of s, with the addition of a
zero value, making 1 a special normal function. The roots of
the determinantal equation are equally spaced.
Now, if one end be earthed and the other insulated, the
normal functions are sin sx or cos s.r, as the case may be, with
sl = (11, '-- ½)tr, n being integral. The roots of the determinantal
equation are equally spaced in this case also.
In all other cases whatsoever, so far �s I know, of real
practical problems, the series of s's in the general 'normal
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function cos sx + a sin s.v, where a is a constr.nt, which are
permissible and necessary in o'rder that reol and practical
terminal conditions may be satisfied, differ from those given
by sin sl= 0 or cos sl=0, and are unequally spaced. It does
not seem to be possible for any two arrangements of real
condensers, resistances, and coils, acting at the terminals, to
act in concert in such a way as to bring the determinantal
equation back to the original simple type. It is perhaps for
this reason, or rather for similar reasons in other physical
problems involving Fourier series, that it has apparently
escaped notice that Fourier's theorem, in which the in the
normal functions is mr/l, n being integral, does not uniquely
determine expansions of functions. It is, indeed, said to do
so, but that is another story. It seems natural, for the above
stated reason, that mathematical physicists should not come
across exceptions. On the other hand, pure mathematicians
would, perhaps, not arrive at them, owing to the peculiar way
they have of regarding the subject of the expansion of functions.
They would be concerned with professedly rigorous proofs of
Fourier's theorem, and of the convergency, rather than with
the discovery of exceptions.
Guided, however, by physical ideas, though applied to
entirely unpractical armngements, involving instability, to be
produced by latent impressed forces, set going by the real
electrical mechanism, it is quite easy to adjust matters so that
the terminal arrangement at one end of the cable shall com
bine with that at the other in such a way as to bring the roots
of the determinantal equation back to the original simple
kind. We come back to sl=mr, or (n-½)1r, with, however,
the important and essential fact that there are extra normal
functions of an abnormal kind. And so we come to violations
of Fourier'3 theorem regarded as a unique expansion.
s

Origin of Two Principal Abnormal Cases.
§ 298. Thus, equation (85) shows the potential at x on
the right side of y, due to Q initially at y, subject to the ter
minal conditions V= -Z 0C at A, and V=Z 1C at B. We
may write it
cos + Rsin)sy .·.(Zrrnos + Rsin) (l-x) Q.
V,= (Z0
(lO0)
S
(Z0Z 1s2 - R2) sin l + Rs (Z0 + Z 1) cos sl
s

s

s

s
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In general, with practical resistance operatorR, the denomi
nator only vanishes by the sum of the terms in it vanishing;
then we have the determinantal equation (75), with unequally
spaced roots, save in the limiting cases of terminal earth or
disconnection.
(101)
But let
Z0 + Z1 = 0.

(102)

Then
is the determinantfl.l equation.
being integral ; and also,

So sinsl=O, giving sl=nrr, n
(103)

2

where r/ = - s = RSp. Here, when Z0 is a real resistance
operator, the left member is an odd function of p, So there is
an odd number of extra special normal functions.
Thus, in case of a resistance R0 at A, we get
R 2 =R�RSp,
showing one root, positive.
Z0 (Sop)-1, we get

(104)
In case of a condenser at A, or

=

(105)

again one root, positive. In case of a coil at A, with
Z0 R0 +Lor, we get
R2 =(R0 +L0p)2 RSp.
(106)
=

There are now three roots, and three extra normal functions.
But two of them combine to make an oscillatory function of a
mixed kind. In general, the number of extras is unlimited.
The physical interpretation will be considered a little later.
If, instead of (101) as the fundamental relation connecting
the Z's, we substitute
, ,
ZoZrs2=R2, or Z1 = --.R•
(107).
'[Zo
the determinantal equation becomes
R
(108)
(Z0 - ')cossl O.
r/Zo
So cossl=O, or sl=(n-½)rr for the regulars, just as if one end
of the cable were earthed and the other insulated; and, in
addition,
(109)
=
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for the extras. So, with the same Z0, there are the same
extras as in the former case. But now, if Z 0 is a resistance,
Z1 is a negative permittance, and. if Z0 is a permittance, Z1 is
a negative resistance.
First General Case : Z0=-Z 1•
§ 299. We cannot consider both cases at once very well.
Therefore first examine the case Z0=-Z1 • Equation (100)
reduces to
Vi=(Rsin+Zo-rnos)sy. (Rsin -Zwcos)s(l-x) sQ_ (ll0)
(Z�q• - W) sinsl
S
Apply the expansion theorem. This had better be done sepa
rately for the regulars and the extras. Say V=v1 +v2, where
·v1 is for the regulars, and v2 for the extras. Then, working as
in many previous cases, we find
. _ Q + 2Q .,_, (Rsin+Z0.q cos) sy • (Rsin+ z0� cos)sx pt
E l
R2 + zes 2
St St .;..,

t-i -

(111)

where sl=n,r. The outside term represents the mean poten
tial-that is, Q/(Sl + S0 + S1), where S0 and S1 are the
effective terminal permittances, which, however, cancel one
another. But the outside term is only required when the
terminal resistance is infinite at A, or x=0.
For the extra terms, we may transform (110) to
_ (Rshin+Z 0qcosh)qy. (Rshin -Z 0qcosh)q(t-x) qQ l12
V1 ( )
(R2 - zeq•)shinql
S'
in which it is to be noted that the p's determine the normal
systems. We have
Z
p� (Z�q2-R2)=R2 (1+ 2pr1 o),
(113)
dp
Z 0 dp
when R2= zi,z2. Hence, using (113), and putting R=Z0q in
the numerator of (112), it, so far as the extras are involved,
expands to
(11-!)
ranging over the roots of zi, p = R2•

'
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Finally, as before said, V = v1 + v2 is the complete expansion.
'The unit impulsive functio� is got by dividing by Q/S, and
omitting the time factor, making
«i �

!+ � � (Rsin+ Z 0scos}!Y_:_ (Rsin+ Z 0scos)sx
l

R2 + Z�.s2

l

qEq(1,:+y -l)

+ 2:
(115)
'2pdZ '
o)
shinql . (1 +
Z� dp
where the extras are in the second line alone. Herein Z 0
may be any rational resistance operator. It follows that
J(x) =

J:

uf(y)d!I

(116)

is the expansion of an arbitrary function J(x).
Equation (115) being general, has the failings as well as
the merits of general results. But we can easily interpret
.specially simplified cases.
Equal Positive and Negative Terminal Resistances.
§ 300. The simplest case of all is that of a positive resistance
,at A, and an equal negative resistance (to be interpreted
later) at B. There is but one extra, as per (10-1). Denote the
extra q by h for distinctness. Then h = R/R0, the reciprocal
.of the effective length of the terminal resistance R0 in terms
of the cable. Therefore, since dZJdp = 0,
+��(hsin+scos)sy.(hsin+scos)s.x
(ll7)
shinlil
l
h'J+s2
.expresses the unit impulsive function.
Let f(x) = 1 for example ; that is, start with a uniform
_potential in the cable. Thus an easy integration gives us the
Jollowing expansion :l = 2E"" ���{/isin+scos)sx(lcossl) , (118)
l +�' +l s
h• +sl
-where sl=1r, 21r, 3tr, &c., the terms with even multiples having
zero coefficients. The introduction of the time factor to every
normal function shows the result later as usual. The summa
tional part ultimately vanishes. The outside extra term
increases with the time.
n

ltEh(x+y -l)
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We may write (118) thus, if sl/71' is confined to the odd
integers:2e1'>' =l-!� h2 sinsx -��hscossx
.
(l19)
I+eh1
l s(h2+s2) l s(h2+s:i)

The function on the left side is apparently expanded in a
Fourier series. But it is not a Fourier series in the ordinary
sense. It absolutely violates the conditions settling the size
of the coefficients according to Fourier's theorem. It is only
one example in a million, however. It illustrates a property
of the wonderful function e".
We may verify (118). by the conjugate property of normal
systems. This is an absolutely sound method, provided we
have all the normal functions at command. One normal
function is £' °', the type of the rest is (hsin+scos)sx. That
the extra one is conjugate to the rest· we see thus :1

foe1'>'(hsin+scos)sx . dx= fo dx±(e1'>'sinsx)dx=0.
1

1

(120}

Also, if w1 and wi denote any two of the regulars, we may
verify that
(121 )·
1:W1W2 d.lJ = o.
If, therefore, we assume that

J(x)=l=A/1°'+ ::S Anw,. ,

we can isolate any coefficient by quadratures.
rf(x)ehzdx

Je

Ao= o i

0

2hzdx

(12'.!)

Thus

2
=-l+�

(123)-

finds A0, and any one of the rest is found by

1
f
wj(x)d.v
=
A=

1
0

1

w2£ lx

0

2,.i

sl(h" T' s2)

(1-cossl).

(124}

Comparing with (118), we verify that result. The quantity
h may be positive or negative. Changing its sign merely makes
the positive and negative resistances change places. Between
the tw(j, with h=O, we have the case of terminal disconnec-

'
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tion. The conjugate property may be readily applied to the
unit impulsive function (117) itself, PO as to verify that
formula.
As regards the expami m of the left member of (119), if
-done according to Fourier's theorem, the physical assumption
would be such as to make the normal systems be cossx and
sins:r, and this would correspond to an entirely different state
-of things. Out of physics c:1me the subject of expansion in
normal functions. Unto physics should we return for fresh
inspiration.
Equal Positive and Negative Terminal Permittances.
§ 301. The next simplest case is that of a terminal con
-denser. Say that Z0 = (S0 p)-1 at A. There is but one extra q.
Denoting it by h, its value is S/S0• Also, by using the new Z 0
in (113), we see that the result is - R2 instead of + R2 , as in
the last case. So, by (111 ) and (114), we find that the new
unit impulsive function is
h'.z+y-1)

E
-h---

where the extra function is the last term.
and we may write (125) more simply,

shinhl '
(125)
Here sZJR = - h/s,

_ 1 2 ..._, -'------.,..-�----'-(ssin - hcos).s!/. (ssin -hcos)sx _ hl''+,-i,
--- (126)
l l
h?+�2
shin!tl"

1t- - +-....,

.Ap,,lying this u to the special initi.11 state /(x) = I, we
-obtain
�,
+ � L (, sin - /, cos)sx (I - co1,sl), (127)
' (( �) = 1 = I - l+�
l
�+�
hz

which gives another expansion of E not conforming with
Fourier's theorem. In (127) sl has the values r., 21r, 31r, &c.;
anrl the coefficients of the terms belonging to 2r., 4 .., &c., vanish
as before. The formula fails at the terminals, on account of
the condensers.
The normal functions are now E , the sole extra function,
and an infinite series of the type (s sin - h cos) sx, including
the case s=O, or a constant term. But to verify (127) by the
hz.

hz.
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conjugate property, we must take count of the terminal c0n
densers. Thus, if
(128)
w=(s sin - lt cos)sx
be taken as the normal function along the cable it must be
supplemented by
w0= - lt,
w1= - 1t cos sl,
(12!))
at the terminals. Similarly, the normal function ,hx must be
supplemented by 1 at A and Ehl at B. The mutual energy of
E "', &c., and w, &c., is therefore
(130)
so%+j�1 S/•Xu·di:+S1Eh11ri,
which, by the previous two equations, may be seen to vanish,
thus proving the independence of the system /•x, &c., and any
one of the w systems.
Similarly, we may show that the mutual energy of two w
systems is zero. That is,
(131)
1

if wm and wn are any two different regular normal functions.
I have not done it, but have no reason to doubt it. Then, all
the normal systems being provecl to be independent, quadra
tures find the coefficients when 'l''C assume
(132}
But there are different ways of doing it, according to whether
f(x) is the complete initial state, or whether the condensers
are initially charged as well. In the latter case, if V0 and V1
are their initial potentials, we fincl the coeffictent of any
normal system by forming the expression for the mutual
energy of the initial state and the particular normal state,
using (130) or (131) to isolate the coefficient. Thus
!
11
11
A"=S0Vo 'on+fo Sll',,f(.r)rl.r+S1V1 ·1,.
(133)
S0nt, + /0 S 11';.rf.t· + 81 w;,.
finds An, if W and W1 are the terminal rnlues of Wn• And
)El,x,1,r+S1'i\Ehl
B-- So Vo+fol Sj(:i:'l.hx
(134)
S0+/0 SE dx+S 1E
finds B. The formula for An also answers for A0, if it be
taken to mean the coefficient of - h, which is what w reduces.
to when s=0.
1

on

,.

1

wu
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Now, in the case of (127), f(x) alone is existent, and we
must make V0 and V1 zero in (133), (134). Doing this, and
developing the results, we shall arrive at (127), and verify it.
We may also use (133) to obtain the effects due to V0 and V,.
Initially we must have zero expansions-that is to say,
expansions which represent zero, except at the terminals.
To find the proper expansion to represent V in the cable
due to the initial charge S0V0 of the real condenser at A, and
the charge S1V1 at B, putf(x) = 0 in (133), (134), and evaluate.
The results are
l
B = 2Vo- V, " (135)
1-c"I ,
to be used in (132). The result is therefore
cos)sx.
f!'l
,
0=2Vo- V1'Oll e"""+ V0- V �L(VI cossl- VO) (s sin-k
1-E
ht + l
i" + h'
(136)
The O on the left side expresses J(x), the potential of the cable
everywhere, except at the terminals, where, on account of the
condensers, special interpretation is needed.
If we assume V0 = V1 , the mean term disappears, and we
reduce the last result to
2V
)sx I_ cos l), (137)
0= 0 _ 2V0 L (s sin - h cos
(
s
1 + f!'l l
s• + h2
where only the odd values of n in s = nrr/l are effective. This
corroborates (127).
If we multiply (12i) by V0 , it expresses V0 all along the
cable. Adding the result to (137), we obtain 1 = 1. This is
obvious by arithmetic. But it means more than that here
namely, that if the initial state is V0 comtant in the cable and
both condensers as well, it will remain constant, because there
is nothing to disturb it.
e""'

Physical Interpretation of the Abnormal Case of § 300.
§ 302. If we say that the equation to be obeyed at one end
of the cable, say at B, is V = R1C, and further say that R, is
a positive constant, the most obvious interpretation is that
R1 is a mere resistance. The equation then asserts Ohm's
law simply. But this is not necessarily the interpretation.
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What the equation asserts is that the ratio of V to C is positive
a1Hl constant. There may therefore be any electrical arrange
ment that will produce this result. A distortionless circuit will
do it, and in many ways. Electric and magnetic energy are
then involved, either with or without waste of energy by con
ductive resistance. The clistortionless circuit will behave to
an impressed force precisely like a resistance.
Similarly, if we say that the terminal condition is V = - R1C,
where R1 is still a positive constfmt, we do not assert that
- R1 stands for a negative resistance. That would make
nonsense, according to the commonly understood electrical
law. Any arrangement that will, when acted upon by an
impressed voltage, compel the current to obey the law
V = - R1C, is what is implied by that equation of condition.
We are not obliged to enter any further into detail as to how
it is to be done. A source of energy is involved, of course,
which, however, does not require any speci1lisation, since the
resultant effect is embodied in the law.
To save circumlocution, it is obviously convenient to speak
of a negative resistance, to be understood as above. Now put
a positive resistance at one end of a cable, say at A, and an
equal negative resist�nce at B, and let the cable be initially
charged at one place, say with a charge Q at y. This charge
instantly begins to spread, and raises the potentials at A and
B slightly. There is, therefore, a current from the cable at A,
but into the cable at B. The former is normal, the latter
abnormal, due to the terminal resistance being negative at B.
The B end of the cable therefore becomes charged faster than
the A end, and the higher its potential is raised the stronger
becomes the current into the cable. At the A end, on the
other hand, where things are normal, the current due to the
initial charge would first rise to a maximum and then fall
slowly to zero. But the continuous entry of fresh charge at
B alters matters. It spreads all along the cable, from B to A,
raising the potential of the whole cable. The ultimate result,
therefore, when the normal effects due to the initial charge
have subsided, is a state of positive charge increasing con
tinuously with the distance from the A end, and increasing
continuously with the time. This is the meaning of the extra
normal function eh" for the potential. The current to match
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is directed from B to A. Both are associated with the time
factor ept, where p = lt2/RS.
The equilibrium state of zero potential is accordingly
unstable. An infinitesimal charge arriving at B is sufficient
to disturb the equilibrium. Which way the current will set in
at B will depend on the sign of the initial point charge. If V
becomes positive current will enter the cable, and continue to
do so. If negative, current will leave the cable at B, and the
-cable will become charged negatively.
An arbitrary initial state of electrification in the cable, left
to itself, will in time either wholly disappear, or will be
replaced by the distribution �E x constant. Equation (117)
determines the behaviour fully, when applied to the initial
state. An initial state of the type
w = (It sin .J. s cos)sx
subsides to equilibrium, as may be readily seen by its satis
fying the abnormal terminal condition at 13, the current and
the potential having opposite signs there. Similarly, the sum
of any number of such distributions, of any sizes, will subside to
-equilibrium. But they cannot make.up an arbitrary distribu
tion, because the abnormal distribution is left out. An initial
distribution of the type e,.,,, instead of subsiding, increases
with the time. In order that no term of this sort should
-enter, the initial state must be specialised so as to exclude
it. Thus, the first equation in (123) settles the coefficient
-of�- It is zero if the integral of the product of the initial
state and � is zero. This is the case when the initial state
is the sum of a number of systems of the regular type tl'.
The simplest case, however, is to have two point charges,
one positive, the other negative, with their sizes suited to
their distances from B. Thus, if
Q/•V1 + Q/•Y2 = 0,
7 11

Q1 and Q 2 being t)ie charges, at y 1 and y 2 respectively, the
expression for 'ii in (117) shows that the abnormal term �
does not exist.
After so much detail concerning this simple abnormal case,
others of a similar character may be very briefly treated. As
for why they are considered at all, an anecdote about Dr.
Elliotson comes in useful. One of his students said he did
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not see the use of studying morbicl physiology ; it was so
unnatural. The doctor told him he was a blockhead, adding,
'' It is only by studying the morbid that the true conditions
of health can be ascertained."
Positive Terminal Resistance and Negative Terminal
Permittance.
§ 303. In the other way of simplifying the general deter
minantal equation described at the close of§ 208, we reduce it
to the form (108), which indicates that we have the set of
normal systems corresponding to sl = (n -½)11", and in addition,
the set corresponding to (Z0q)2=R2• So (100), t.he solution_
for a point charge, is reduced to
Vi=

(Rsin + Z0s cos)sy_J_R cos+ Z 0s sin)s(l- x) �Q
,
. (q2Zg- Il2) cos sl
S

(!38)

showing the potential at x on the right of y dt.f' to Q initially
at y itself. Let V = U+ W, where U is the regular part, an,l
W the extra part. Then by the expansion theorem (30), we
obtain
Q
sin
U = 2 � ePt (R + Z 0.� co�l�!!JRsj_n+ Z0 cos)sx1
(l30),
Sl
H"+(Z:o.�t
s

subject to cos sl = 0.

And, by the same process, we find

e'z<x+ y-l)
'\V = - Q-� ePt --q-----,
S
pdZ
2
( 1 +- __ o\I coshql
Zo d ,

(140),

p

ranging over the root� oi W= ( Z 0'])", :.:'!:..:: sum of U and W
is the expression for the pot2ntial at time t on either side of
the source.
As an example, take Z 0=R0 , a mere resistance. Then there
is just one extra q, of value R/R0 =h, say. To balance the
resistance R0 at x=0, there is a permittance of amount - S/h
at x=l,
Now, if we put Q/S=l, and t=O, in U + W, it represents
u, the appropriate unit impulsive function. It need not be
written out, as its form is obvious. Integrating the product
of u and f(y) with respect to y therefore expands j(a:) in the
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normal functions in question.
obtain the expansion

17t

In particular, if /(.r)= 1, we

sin+ scos)s.v,
)
1
1 = _ �( - ell? +�� (�+ 1) (/1 2
coshhl
l
\sh +if

(141),

1 = A 0� + � A(h sin+ scos)sx,

(142}

in which the + sign is to be used in the odd terms, and the in the evens. Introducing the time factors, as usual, shows
what the initial uniform state changes to later on.
The expansion (141) may be verified by the conjugat&
property of the normal systems. Remembci: that there is one
terminal condenser. So, assuming
we must have the identity

1:

S �d.v + S1� xO=A0 {81:E'Jhzd.i:: 81� },
1

1

(143}

which gives A0 , and also
SJU'd.i: + S/1sinsZ x O = A{ Sf w'.i.,: + S/t'sin 2sl},

(144}

wl1ich fimls A. Here w stands for the general normal func
tion in (H2). The O which occurs stands for the initial
potential of the terminal condenser. 81 is its permittance,
= - S/h. Carrying out (143), (144), we shall arrive at the
coefficients in ( 14 l ), and verify that expansion.
An interesting modification may be mentioned. Put a
real condenser at A, and a negative resistance at B. Say
Z 0 = (S0p)-1, which makes the one extra q be h= 8/80 • Then,
instead of the aboYc-used unit impulsive function, we shall
find th;1�
J,e1'1x+1t-11 ��(11sin-hcos).,x. (ssin -licos)sy
+
1t=
(l45)
cosh /,l
l
ft•+ s•
is the prnrer one to use.
Equal Po3itive and Negative Terminal Inductances.

§ 304. Re turning to the more interesting case in which
Z 0 = -Z 1 , treated in §299, where (115) shows the proper unit
impulsive function, let Z 0 be L0 p, indicating an inductance
coil without resistance. The determinantal equation of the
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extras is a cubic, and the assumption of no resistance make8 it
manageable. Thus, (106) shows that
R = 1, say,
ps =--

S1,3
finds the three extra p's-that is, p = 9, th, ancl _rr,, where

(146)

91 -==:J\ -½ +i J¾),
Also, in virtue of (146), we may write R/L0p for q. So, by
(115), the part of the unit impulsive function depenrling upon
the extras is given by
/'z r,,u
R --�....,
-+ (same with 91) + (same with g2). (147)
8L0 9 S1 lll. ·Hl
1
Lo'/
'fhe time factors to be introduced later are /Jt , efllt, e"2 . The
part of 1t depending on the regulars is given by the first line
in (115), omitting the 1/l term, however, because there is
terminal earth connection.
Of the three terms in (147) only the first increases with the
time. The other two unite to make a real function indicating
·oscillatory subsidence, but it is of a complicated mixed kind,
because it depends on two inductances separated by the
permittance of the cable. 'I he full devclcpment need not be
given.
t

lm;;>res3ed Force in the Case Z0 = - Z1 •
§ 305. The same extra functions are, of course, concerned
when the source is an impressed force. For example, let it
Lee at x = 0. Equation (59), § 291, Ehows the V that results.
Put Z0 = - Z1 in it. Then
V=

{sin -=_(Z0 /R) cos}s(£_-x\
{l + (Zus/R) 2} sinsl

gives Vin terms of e.
Specialise, by making Z0 = R0, a resistance.
-, (hsin - scos)s(l - x) e,
V - ,. �---,-,--,-----,,,-�--'-,-�
(h2 + s2) sinsl
where lt denotes R/R0 •

(148)

s

Then
(149
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Put s=O to get the part independent of the time, and then
develop by the expansion theorem (80), as in previous cases.
The result is
V=e(l -� _
l

2lte (hsin +scos)sx
_!_)
+ e/t'.z-ll _ L
'
h +s
hl
shinhl
sl
2

i

(l50}

without the time factors. That is, it is the initial state,.
representing V=0 everywhere between x=O and l, and at the
terminals as well. This is because there is terminal resistance.
In the summation, we have sl=n-ir.
We may verify the result by the conjugate property•.
Assume that
!....-e(i -=)=A;/'"+ LA(hsin+scos)sx
hl

l

(151}

Multiply by I"' and integrate along the cable to find Ao.
Multiply by (h sin +s cos) sx and integrate to find A. The
results are as in (150).
I give this case for the sake of a result which will be useful
a little later. It is got by differentiating (150) to x. We
obtain
�a-:x:J _!__
= + 2 L (ltl cos+ sl sin) s:,;1
(152),
shin lit hl
(M)2 + (11l)�
which will be used in another problem.
Singular Extreme Case of Z 0 or - Z 1 being a Cable
equivalent to the Main One.
§ 306. It will be seen from the preceding that the subject of
abnormal Fourier series is quite a large one. We find that
we require to use series that look like Fourier series, inasmuch
as the wave lengths are the same as in real Fourier series, but.
that the complete set of normal functions includes extra func
tions of the type I"', where h is a constant, real or complex, as.
the case may be, the number of such functions depending upon
the terminal conditions. These abnormal series are merely
special cases of the general series got previously by leaving
Z0 and Z 1 independent of one another. If any one of the
electrical constants involved in these operators, which con
stants are real and positive in real problems, be made negative,.
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·we introduce something abnormal, because there is a reversal
,of Ohm's law, or of the law of displacement, or of induction,
-in some part of the electrical system concerned, and, as a
,result, time functions, as E , occur in which p is positive.
.Some cases of this kind were considered by me in 1882, and
-earlier(" Electrical Papers," Vol. I.). The peculiarity of the
cases above treated lies in the simplicity produced by reducing
:the wave lengths of the regular normal functions to be the
-same as in the original Fourier series. I think I have given
,sufficient information to enable any competent person to
follow up the matter in more detail if it is thought to be
desirable. It is obvious that the methods of the professedly
,rigorous mathematicians are sadly lacking in demonstrative
. ness as well as in comprehensiveness.
But it would be out of place to elaborate further in this
work. I will therefore conclude the present remarks on
:abnormal series with the consideration of a very singular case
indeed. In none of the previous cases did we cause the
terminals to be nodes of the regular normal functions, or
make V = 0 terminally in them. In the following we shall do
this.
Go back to(59), § 191, and make Z 0 = - Z 1 • This produces
,(148) above. So far it expresses V due toe at x= 0 with any
terminal Z0, provided there is its negative at x = l.
Next, let
vt

(153)
This says that Z0 is a cable identical with the one in question,
.or equivalent thereto, earthed at its end. We have therefore
e

I
I

x=-l

x=O

three cables in sequence, two of which are alike, extending
.from - l to + l, with a negative cable added from x = l to 2l,
-that is, a cable in which the permittance and resistance are
negative, without other change. This arrangement being in
.f.lquilibrium, e is started and maintained constant. It is of
little consequence to follow up the later effects. It is just at
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-the beginning that we require the behaviour, so as to obtain
the proper expansion of the initial state. The condition (158)
.reduces (148) to the very simple result
V = _ sinsx e,
tansl

(154)

which makes V permanently zero at x=O. This is highly
.anomalous. Expand (154) by the expansion theorem. The
,result is apparently
.
.._. 2e
(155)
_ - ,:;_,
- SlnSX (p1,
V = - ex
l

sl

where sin ,ql = 0. Now this is incorrect, because the initial state
is - e, according to (155). There is something missing.
But there is some sense in it. For it makes the final
-current be C = e/Rl. By continuity, tl:is, if existent, should
be the current through all three cables. The corresponding
.state of potential would be then as in the figure.

The zero potential at x=O is accounted for. We may
-corroborate this by calculating the rise of potential in the
-cable Z0 due to e, regarding the rest as a mere terminal
arrangement. It will be found that the resistance operator of
the two cables* from x= 0 to 2l, reckoned at x=O, is zero,
which is equivalent to a short circuit, so far as the cable Z0 is
eoncerned. So e establishes V in the Z0 cable just as if there
were an earth on the other side (the right side) of e.
After this partial explanation return to (154) and (155),
where the state of the middle cable is in question. The
resistance operator to the right is zero, but then the potential
at x = 0 is zero, so there is compensation. According to (155)
a complete normal system of potential would consist of sin sx
* To find this operator we may use (59), § 291.
x=O, when Z., is zero, and Z1 is -(R/s)tanlll.

It is the ratio V/C at
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from x = - l up to x - l, combined with - sin sx from x = l up
to 2l. But it is easily to be seen that we cannot expand an
arbitrary function in terms of these systems alone. For
instance, let V =f(x) (any function) from O to l, zero from 0
to - l, and V =/(2l - x) from l to 2l. The energy is zero, so
the result of expansion by quadratures is zero.
It is certain that (155) is incomplete. And, in fact, we
may ask, where are the abnormal functions necessitated by
the negativeness of resistance and permittance in Z 1 ? The
answer is to be found by seeing how tansl in (154) arose. It
represents sec sl x sin sl, and sec sl = 0 is the equation belonging
to the extra functions. But the roots of sec sl, infinite in
number, are .at infinity. The normal functions to correspond
are therefore unmanageable from being ungetatable. Their
influence, however, is in full operation. For the failure of
(155) proves that the sum of the whole of the missing
functions required to make it represent the initial state truly
is e. That is, we should have, initially,
X
,� 2e .
0 = e - _ e - e .;.. - sin sx,

l

sl

(156)

where the first e is the sum of the missing terms.
More General Case to Elucidate the Last. Terminal Cable
Z 0 not equivalent to Main One.
§ 307. But to make this conclusion plainer, we should bring
the roots at infinity to a measurab'.e distance (like the aboli
tion of that fraud 4,. which has been purblindly inserted in
the electrical equations), so that we can manipulate them.
Take, then,
(157)
Z 0 = Ro tans0 l0 ,
So
instead of (153). The cable Z0 is no longer an exact or
equivalent copy of the middle one. Then (148) makes
(sin - c- 1 tan8ol0 cos)s(l -x) e,
V.
(1 + c-"tan2s/0 )srnsl
instead of (154). Here c = Rs0/R0.s or (RS0 /R0S)l,
mal roots are now finite.

(158)
The abnor-
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Let V = U + W, U being the part of V depending upon
sin sl = 0, and W the extra. part. Develop U in the usual way
by the expansion theorem. We get (with t= 0)

_!_) _

e sinsx + c-1 tan_t-1slcossx
(159)
U = e(l -� _
� fsl(l + c-2 tan'l J- 1sl)
l cf
where f is the constant (RS�/R0S0Zo2)•. This U evidently
reduces to the right member of (154) when c=l,f=l.
The development of W requires more care. The extra roots
a.re given by
or
than2 golo c'l.
ta.n2 sJ0 - c2 ;
(160)
=

=

Whether we take c or - c to be than q0l0 is indifferent, provided
we work consistently. Say, then, that
(161)

or, which is the same,
1 +C

9.ncJo

which makes

c• =--=ff, say,
1-c
qol0 =A+in1r,

provided c is less than 1.

(162)

if A=log g,

(168)

But if c is > 1, then

q/0 A+i(n-f)1r

(164)
instead, where >.. is the same real constant. The form assumed
by W when expanded is, therefore, quite different in the two
cases. At the point c= 1 there is a jump, and special care is
required.
Let us use (161), with c<l. Then
=

p

± tan s Z = soZ tan s l • ( l + tan s l

dp

2

o0

0

oo

!l

g 0)

= - q0l0c(l - c'l).
(165)
The application of the expansion theorem to (158), so far as
the extras a.re concerned, therefore makes
2cef.'lZ
W- �
(166)
- q0lo(l -c2)( c'/1 - 1)
In this, the relation between q and q0 is ql =fq0l0 , and in (163)
n has to receive all integral values, positive and negative,
including zero. The nth term of (166) pairs with the - nth
to make a. real function. But, owing to the exponential
VOL. ll,

N
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function in the denominator of (166), the resultant takes a
rathet complicated form, which need not be given. It is
sufficient for our purpose to see that if f is an integer, the
denominator simplifies. We then get
(167)
that is, by (163),
e'-fxil �
(.\.cos+nirsin)nirfx/l
W = �2
{ +2�
},
2
2
1 - c 921 -1

,\

,\

+ (n1r)

(l68)

where the summation is with respect to n, which has all posi
tive integral values from 1 to co.
Comparing the last equation with (152), we see that hl
becomes ,\ and x becomes jx. The quantity in the big
brackets in (168) is therefore
+C -'keffl
1--E

E7,.(l-xf/l)

by (163).

or
shin,\ '
This reduces W to

C

W=� 211
1-c g -l 1
provided f is an integer.
Let it be 1, i.e., RSV=R0 S0 l/, then
W=�.
C

I

(169)

(170)

(171)

Finally, c=l makes W=e, as was to be proved.
We have proved that in the singular case of identity or
equivalence between the terminal cable Z0 and the middle one,
when the extra normal functions apparently go out of exis
tence, by the roots of the determinantal equation becoming
infinite, they are nevertheless virtually existent, and must be
allowed for in the expansion of the initial state.
In the more general case, in which there is not the
equivalence mentioned, no such straining of the expansion
theorem is needed. For instance, W in (168) may be tested
in other cases in whichj is integral, and be found to represent
the negative of the U in (159). There is, therefore, no reason
to doubt the equivalence of - U with the more generalform W
in (166).
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Arbitrary Initial State when Z0 or - Z 1 is a. Cable.
Singular Case,
§ 308. If there is no impressed force, but the middle cable
is initially charged arbitrarily instead, there is a similar
curious limiting case when the terminal cable Z0 and the
middle cable are equivalent. The general solution (100),
through (110), reduces to
.
sinsx
sQ
-V1 SlllS (y+l)-.
,
(172)
sm sl S
indicating the potential at x, on the right of y, due to Q
initially at y. When on the left side, interchange x and y to
get the formula. The Z0 operator is (R/s)tansl, as in §306.
Developing by the expansion theorem, according to the
roots of sin sl = 0, and denoting the result by U, we obtain
U =2Q�sinsysinsxE"1,
(173)
Sl
.Now this is exactly the same as if the cable were earthed at
x = 0 and l. See (22), §267, for example.
But the latent auxiliary normal functions, which we know
to exist in general, have not been considered. The con
clusion from the above result is, therefore, that in the
complete expansion of the initial state, the sum of all the
extra terms is zero. Only when t is finite can they be
quantitatively existent in the total. They may be infinite
then, should the p in E"1 be infinite for the extra terms ;
but that is of no consequence as regards the initial state.
To verify the above, we may proceed as in § 307. Let Z0
be not equivalent to the middle cable in the first place.
Then Z0 is as in (157), and Z1 is its negative. The general
equation (110) is now
= _ (c sin+ tan s0l0 cos)sy(c sin - tan s0 0 cos)s (l - x) sQ l
( U)
Vi
(c2+ tan2 s0Z0) sin sl
S
instead of (172) above.
Developing this by the expansion theorem, let U be the
regular part, and W the extra part. Then we get
2Q
sin+ tan s0 0 cos)sy. (csin+ tan s0 0 cos)sx Ei>I, (l 75)
U = � (c
c2+ tan•s0l0
Sl
=

Z

l

l

N2
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And, in addition,

qc
w =-QS �--=-c---�---;---c,
(1-c")q0l0 shin ql
li(x+ y -l)eP t

(176)

the notation being as in § 307, equations (161) or (163)
finding the values of q0• The unit impulsive function is the
sum of U and W, with t =O, and Q/S = 1. The U part
subsides to equilibrium, whilst the W part increases with
the time.
Simplify by taking f=1, making RSl2 = R0 so1i, and ql = q0l0•
The unit impulsive function becomes
e'l<x+ y)
,
,
C
2
u=-�smsysmsx
+� --,-___,,,--,----•
(177)
2
10
q0
'(
c
1
) e shin q0l0
l
Here the first part expresses the unit function concentrated
at the point x=y, with repetitions outside the limits con
cerned, which do not count. We conclude that the rest
represents zero between the same limits. The verification is
easy, because the simplification made by assuming f= 1 allows
of the reduction of the extra part to a recognisable form, The
extra part of u, say tt:i, is
�=-l__ � exp{(.\.+in1r) x+ y
l(l +c)
l

(178)

. where n has all integral values, positive, negative, and zero.
Or, which is the same,
e"-<x+y)/l
'!½=-- { 1 + 2�1"' cos-(x+y) .
(179)
l
l(l + c)

717r

}

This, by§ 271, represents a row of impulses (not of unit size)
outside the limits in question. Within the limits, therefore,
u2 is zero, as required.
Let u become v when t is finite. Then
. n1ry . n1rx -m
2 ...., .,Sln-Slll-E
V1=-,:..,
1
l

1

l

l

(180)

where H is n21r2/RSl2, and the summation is with respect to
n. And for the extras, we have

f

eq(x+v)tpt =exp (.\.+in1rt; Y + � 2(.\.2-n2r + 2in1r.\.) }, (181)
R l

